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ABSTRACT
“I Knew These Marvelous People”: Gay Men’s Experiences of Long-Term HIV/AIDS Survival
by
Ilana Judith Sichel
Advisor: Elliot Jurist, Ph.D., Ph.D.

The gay and bisexual men who were diagnosed with HIV/AIDS before the pharmaceutical
breakthroughs of the mid-1990s were given what was expected to be a death sentence. Instead,
the majority of those who began the newly available treatments outlived not just their initial
prognoses but their lovers, friends, and community members who had already perished. This
study used grounded theory analysis of semi-structured interviews with a sample of 10 selfidentified gay men who are long-term HIV/AIDS survivors to explore experiences of trauma,
loss, and mourning in relation to current psychological wellbeing. Qualitative thematic analysis
indicated that despite demographic variance among this group of men, they reported common
formative traumas related to both minority stress and grief, as well as common joys. Participants
described a robust range of experiences with regards to whether and how they mourned their
losses as well as the ways they relate to the past, revealing a broad spectrum of underlying
emotional defenses. Those who exhibited the broadest range of defensive styles and orientations
toward the past exhibited the greatest psychological wellbeing in terms of flexibility and emotion
tolerance. Their experiences shed light on psychological processes that are both universal to the
human experience and specific to this population.
Keywords: HIV/AIDS, mourning, older gay men, homophobia, defense mechanisms, nostalgia
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CHAPTER 1: CONTEXTUALIZING LONG-TERM HIV/AIDS SURVIVAL AMONG QUEER
MEN
Introduction
“I imagine what it would be like if friends had a demonstration each time a lover or a friend or a
stranger died of AIDS. I imagine what it would be like if, each time a lover, friend or stranger
died of this disease, their friends, lovers or neighbors would take the dead body and drive with it
in a car a hundred miles an hour to Washington, D.C. and blast through the gates of the White
House and come to a screeching halt before the entrance and dump their lifeless form on the
front steps. It would be comforting to see those friends, neighbors, lovers and strangers mark
time and place and history in such a public way.”
— David Wojnarowicz, “Postcards from America: X-Rays from Hell”
This study aims to give voice to self-identified gay, bisexual, and queer men who are
long-term survivors of HIV/AIDS with regards to the enormous losses associated with the AIDS
crisis. Of particular interest is men who were diagnosed prior to the medical breakthroughs of the
mid-1990s, at which point life expectancy was no more than a few years. Located at the
intersection of both the unique circumstances of older gay and bisexual men and those of longterm HIV/AIDS survivors, little attention has been paid to their experiences in the
psychoanalytic literature despite their relevance to broader questions about trauma, loss, and
mourning.
The pain and anger expressed above by the artist David Wojnarowicz, who was openly
gay and HIV-positive before his death at age 37, testify to the anguish arising from the punishing
intersection of private grief and public neglect which characterized the epidemic in its first
decade. In 1989, Wojnarowicz published his vision of confronting lawmakers with the bodies of
AIDS victims on the steps of the White House in the catalogue of a New York City art show, and
set off a cultural-political firestorm. The National Endowment for the Arts pulled its funding for
the exhibition, objecting to what the NEA chairman decried as the catalogue’s “very angry
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protest against the specific events and individuals” involved in recent arts legislation in Congress
(Honan, 1989). Wojnarowicz and the show’s other participants had plenty to protest. As
recounted by journalist David France (2016), despite U.S. AIDS deaths mounting, with 3600
dead by 1984, questions posed at White House press conferences for three years running aroused
laughter, minimizing, and homophobic joshing. President Reagan did not publicly acknowledge
the virus until Hollywood actor Rock Hudson was hospitalized with it in 1985, and did not make
a major public address until 1987, by which point 48,000 Americans had already died from the
disease (Brier, 2015; Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 2001). Critically, federal
funding for clinical care and pharmaceutical research lagged, with years-long delays in the
pipeline for drug trials of promising pharmaceuticals despite an exponentially climbing death toll
and activist pressure. Against this backdrop, activist/photographer Nan Goldin curated
“Witnesses: Against Our Vanishing,” calling attention to the intersecting plagues of illness and
neglect.
It took another half decade for a medical breakthrough, a timeline which was surely
accelerated due to pressure from groups like AIDS Coalition to Unleash Power, or ACT UP, of
which Wojnarowicz was a part. Such groups visibly and successfully agitated for fast tracking
clinical trials and investing in drug development. By the end of 1996, the year the course of the
AIDS epidemic was radically altered by the advent of the combination therapy of protease
inhibitors, reverse transcriptase inhibitors, and integrase inhibitors, collectively referred to in the
medical literature as highly active anti-retroviral therapy (HAART), 320,000 Americans had
already died of the disease (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 2001). The vast majority
of them were men who contracted the virus through having sex with men. One study estimates
that by 1996, one gay man in nine had been diagnosed with human immunodeficiency virus, the
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virus that causes acquired immunodeficiency syndrome. One in fifteen had died of the disease
(Gagnon & Nardi, 1997). While for the first decade of the epidemic, a diagnosis of HIV/AIDS
was considered a death sentence, these medical advances have turned a fatal disease into a
chronic manageable one, and have led to a growing population of long-term survivors who have
lived with the disease for longer than was once thought possible. For some men, the advent of
combination therapies was led to sudden and radical health improvements, earning the moniker
“the Lazarus Phenomenon” (Bray, 1993). Of the 1.1 million individuals living with HIV in the
U.S. in 2019, an estimated 289,900, or 26%, are aged 55 and older (Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention, 2021a).
The thirty-three years that have followed the NEA’s withdrawal of support from the art
exhibition have seen both burgeoning disease numbers as well as major medical advances, no
doubt jumpstarted by the early and unrelenting pressure from activist groups (France, 2016).
Eventual investment in AIDS treatment, research, and prevention, has led to an improving
clinical picture. Since its peak incidence of 130,400 infections in 1984 and 1985, the annual
number of new HIV infections has fallen to an estimated 34,800 infections in the U.S. in 2019
(Bosh, et al., 2021), and 1.5 million infections globally (Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention, 2021a). HIV-related mortality rates rose steadily throughout the 1980s, peaking in
1995 on the cusp of HAART, and have since declined significantly. The age-adjusted HIV death
rate has dropped by more than 80% since its peak and by another 50% since 2010 (National
Center for Health Statistics, 2017).
But for MSM the current portrait is bleaker. In the United States in 2019, 70% of all new
HIV infections came from male-to-male sexual contact, with profound racial and ethnic
disparities among them. 37% of new cases were among Black men, 32% were among Hispanic
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men, 25% were among White men, and less than 4% combined were among multiracial, Asian,
American Indian/Alaska Native, and native Hawaiian and Pacific Islander men (ibid.). Based on
2016 rates, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention predicts that the lifetime risk of
acquiring HIV among all gay and bisexual men is 1 in 6. For African-American gay and bisexual
men, the risk rises to 1 in 2, and for Latino gay and bisexual men, the risk rises to 1 in 4 (Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention, 2019).
Despite the manageability of HIV, the 38 million people living with HIV/AIDS
(PLWHA) globally still face reduced life expectancy, with varying rates of HIV disease
progression (UNAIDS, 2021). In addition, they are faced with an increased risk of developing
comorbidities and chronic diseases associated with aging, long-term antiretroviral (ART) use,
and chronic HIV. Nearly half of PLWHA have at least one major medical comorbidity
(Rodriguez-Penney, et al., 2013). Common comorbidities that have known associations with
long-term ART use and chronic HIV infection in older patients include fracture risk and
osteoporosis, renal and metabolic disorders, central nervous system disorders, cardiovascular
disease, and liver disease. Long term survivors who are gay and bisexual men, then, live with the
knowledge that their and their communities’ struggles are by no means over.
Beyond the vast medical research on this population, a growing body of literature across
various disciplines in the social sciences and the humanities, as well as epidemiological and
psychological research examines the mental health issues that accompany aging with HIV in
general (See: Rueda, et al., 2014), and specifically within this cohort of gay and bisexual men
(Solomon, et al., 2013; Grov, Golub, Parsons, Brennan, & Karpiak, 2010; Brennan & Karpiak,
2009; Emlet, 2006). Much has been studied about the ways the physical tolls of the disease
intersect with these men’s emotional struggles with aging (Halkitis, et al., 2017; David & Knight,
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2008; Martin, et al., 2008; Cochran & Mays, 2008; Mills et al., 2004), anti-gay discrimination
(Brennan & Karpiak, 2009; Emlet, 2006), and widespread loss of friends and loved ones, and
points to the high levels of posttraumatic distress experienced in the population.
Other studies have examined posttraumatic growth and resilience among gay and
bisexual men who are long-term HIV/AIDS survivors following devastating loss (Cadell &
Sullivan, 2006), and the relationship between trauma and psychological well-being. Queer theory
and psychoanalytic theories more broadly offer social and intersubjective lenses on sexuality as
an identity category, and its shifting meanings over time, and are central to this analysis.
Specifically, Judith Butler’s reading of Freudian melancholia (1995), and Walter Benjamin’s
(1968) exhortation on facing the pain of the past orient this study’s understanding of participants’
complex and sometimes paradoxical experiences and self-reflections. In addition, a rich trove of
films, literature, oral histories, and memoirs offers a more personal window onto the experience,
and elucidate more subtle experiences, such as feelings of nostalgia for a time that had a sense of
purpose, exhilaration, and group cohesion during the crisis (France, 2016; Hess, 2019), as well as
feelings of survivor guilt (Klein, 2018; Odets, 1995; Boykin, 1991; Crimp, 1989).
The present study. Through semi-structured in-depth interviews with older gay men
who are long-term HIV survivors, this psychoanalytically-informed study draws on multiple
disciplines to shed light on this particular group’s experiences of mourning, loss, and
psychological wellbeing. This study is designed with an eye toward the entrenched history of
homophobia within institutes of psychoanalytic study and training, from Freud’s characterization
of homosexuality as immature to later theories that pathologized same-sex attractions and
behaviors (Cohler, 2008; Drescher, 2008). Non-heterosexual individuals have historically been
harmed by this narrow and discriminatory viewpoint, and have been not only cut off from the
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potential benefits of psychoanalytic tools but also had them used against them as weapons. The
removal of homosexuality as a diagnosis from the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental
Disorders in 1973 belatedly opened up space to consider the rich tapestry of queer lives without
the shadow of pathologization. This study steps into that space.
The dark history of homosexuality within the field of psychology fuels the urgency of
continuing to use queer histories to inform psychological theory, rather than using psychological
theory as a tool to diminish queer lives. This study’s guiding questions include: How did these
men mourn their losses, and how connected to their traumas are they today? Do they see
themselves as defined in some ways by their losses, even those men who consider their lives to
be meaningful and reasonably happy? How do they understand the role of past traumas in their
lives today?
The phrase “long-term survivor” has various definitions. For the purposes of this study, it
will be defined as those who learned of their seroconversion prior to the advent of protease
inhibitors and combination therapies in 1996. The youngest of this cohort of men are today in
their late 30s, and the oldest are well into their senior years, constituting a demographic group
with its own unique mental health and medical needs. Through in-depth semi-structured
interviews with a racially and ethnically diverse sample and qualitative analysis using the
grounded theory method, this project seeks to add to the interdisciplinary field of HIV/AIDS
research to shed light on how gay and bisexual men who are long-time survivors understand the
enduring impacts of their experiences during the AIDS crisis in terms of a) the emotional
sequelae of massive bereavement, b) dramatic fluctuations in their own life expectancy, c) the
changing societal status of LGBTQ-identified individuals in general and gay/bisexual men in
particular.
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A note on language: the term “MSM” will be used when referring to epidemiological
findings pertaining to the sexual behaviors of men who have sex with men, whereas “queer,”
“gay,” and “bisexual” will be used when considering individuals’ self-identifications and the
way sexual identity intersects with social and cultural conditions that impact the mental health of
this population.
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW
Gay and bisexual older men who are long-term HIV survivors are subject to the triple stressors
of aging, sexual minority status, and chronic illness, all in the context of having survived the
traumas of both diagnosis and widespread loss. This chapter will examine the literature on this
population’s elevated rates of mood disorders and posttraumatic distress as well as resilience and
posttraumatic growth in order to shed light on what is known about these men’s experiences, and
what this study aims to better understand.
Older Gay and Bisexual Men
In recent decades, vast societal changes have protected the rights of lesbian, gay,
bisexual, and transgender individuals and cemented their place in the cultural and political
landscape. While the status of this population has drastically improved, they carry with them
both individual and collective histories of violence, marginalization, and mistreatment, as
reflected in the elevated rates of emotional distress observed in this population, in general, and
specifically among middle aged and older gay and bisexual men who comprise the majority of
long-term HIV/AIDS survivors and are the focus of this study.
Self-definition and age-related challenges. By 21st-century Western standards, midlife
is typically defined as the period of life that lasts from the late thirties to late fifties (Lodge &
Umberson, 2013; Wray, 2007), and “older” is variably described in the literature as beginning at
fifty years of age (e.g. Heaphy, 2007) to beginning at sixty years of age (e.g. Slevin & Linneman,
2009). Among gay and bisexual men, however, working definitions of old age skew younger
than among heterosexual men (Schope, 2005; Bennett & Thompson, 1991). In a particularly
revealing study, a call seeking self-identified “older gay men” as research participants found that
90% of the respondents were less than 64 years old, and one was as young as 32 years old
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(Friend, 1980). Friend concluded from this finding that gay men perceive themselves to be old at
a much earlier chronological age than their heterosexual counterparts perceive themselves
(Bennett & Thompson, 1991; Jones & Pugh, 2005; Slevin & Linneman, 2010).
The construct of “internalized gay ageism” describes the phenomenon of self-devaluation
among older men as reflective of accumulated patterns of discrimination and negative
stereotypes (Wight, et al., 2015). The vulnerability that gay and bisexual men feel toward the
aging process may also be reflective of a subcultural norm that prizes youth and physical
attractiveness. Connell and Messerschmidt (2005) coined the phrase “local hegemonic ideal” to
refer to the gay community’s stringent and at times punishing ideals around masculinity.
This population faces a host of unique circumstances at midlife and in their senior years
which predispose them to mood disorders, as predicted by the minority stress model. This theory
proposes that sexual minority health disparities can be explained in large part by stressors
associated with a hostile, homophobic culture that often results in a lifetime of harassment,
maltreatment, discrimination and victimization and may ultimately impact access to care, in
addition to overall psychological distress (Marshal et al., 2008; Meyer, 2003; Meyer, 1995). In
that vein, several factors have been identified as important predictors of poor mental health,
including experiences of discrimination and prejudice in various settings including health care
services, social rejection, and homophobic violence both physical and verbal (Green & Platt,
2008; Meyer, 2003; D’Augelli, et al., 2001). Older gay men in particular lived through a time
when discrimination was more extreme and acceptable than it is today (Lyons, Croy, Barrett, &
Whyte, 2014), and some still live in fear of future discrimination either in public or from
institutions such as hospitals, doctors, and other health services. This fear can lead to both direct
psychological detriment and negative physical consequences (Barrett, et al., 2015). Many older
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gay men have increasing contact with health and aging care services where they may encounter
discrimination or prejudice (Guasp & Taylor, 2012; Hinchliff, et al., 2005.
Emotional distress. Empirically demonstrated circumstances leading to mood disorders
in this population include reduced emotional support as compared to heterosexual men,
punishing norms and values regarding physical attractiveness within the gay community, and the
accumulated effects of both physical and emotional homophobic violence. Physical
homophobic violence has been found to predict a broad range of negative mental health
outcomes, such as traumatic stress symptoms (Alessi, et al., 2013; Collier, et al., 2013),
diminished social contacts (Willis, 2008), substance abuse (Lehavot & Simoni, 2011; McDevitt,
et al., 2001), and feelings of depression (Russell, et al., 2011). Verbal homophobic violence also
tends to be associated with lowered self-esteem (Huebner, et al., 2004) and heightened feelings
of insecurity and vulnerability (Garnets, et al., 1990).
Studies have also pointed to the heightened prevalence of negative body image, leading
eating disorders, among gay male populations as compared with straight. The limited research
that has been conducted to date on eating disorders in the LGBTQ community suggests that
sexual orientation and gender identity have a distinct association with eating disorder pathology
(Feldman & Meyer, 2007). One youth population study found that gay and bisexual secondary
school boys and girls were more likely to report purging and diet pill use than their heterosexual
counterparts (Austin, et al., 2013). This finding of elevated risk extends to adults, with gay men
being at greater risk than their heterosexual counterparts for developing eating disorders and
have a higher incidence of drive for thinness, body dissatisfaction, and body image related
anxiety that is closer to the heavily documented experiences of women than of heterosexual men
(Striegel-Moore & Bulik, 2007; Feldman & Meyer, 2010). That said, the community’s internal
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norms cannot be separated from its minority status. As culture-producer David Levaseque
offered in a BBC interview, “Gay people often don’t feel accepted. But, the thinking goes, if
people think you’re good-looking, they like you. They look past your sexual orientation”
(Arnold, 2018).
The AIDS crisis continues to play a role in gay men’s lives, regardless of serostatus. Men
who have sex with men remain the largest category by far of AIDS deaths in the U.S. every year,
and they cumulatively account for nearly half (46.8%) of the more than 700,000 people who
have died of AIDS since the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention started tracking
(Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 2017). And for those uninfected, HIV-related
bereavement has been shown to negatively impact mental health and can create a vulnerability to
positive affect (Hansen, et al., 2009; Sikemma, et al., 2003). The widespread losses associated
with HIV/AIDS continues to have a negative impact on the availability of social support as a
protective factor in the mental health of gay and bisexual men. One study found that variations in
the source of support had a significant effect on the protective benefits of emotional support,
specifically finding that gay men benefitted most if they received support from family and gay
friends but not from straight friends (Lyons, 2016).
Meyer (2003) theorizes that for those affected by stigma-related stress, such as gay men,
receiving social support may be a particularly effective means towards better mental health
outcomes. Social support has specifically been found to predict positive mental health among
older gay men (Lyons, et al., 2013), and social support and social network size has been found to
be the most significant factors leading to positive mental health outcomes in older populations
(Zaninotto, et al., 2009; Cappeliez, et al., 2005).
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For older queer men, however, these social protective benefits are harder to achieve and
therefore less prevalent, thereby exacerbating stress related to social marginalization. That older
gay and bisexual men identify social support as an important protective factor for depression
(Fredriksen-Goldsen, Emlet, et al., 2013) but find it harder to achieve than their heterosexual
counterparts is a further contributor to their compromised mental health. Exacerbating their
vulnerability is that older gay and bisexual men are less likely to be partnered or married than
their heterosexual peers, less likely to have children (Fredriksen-Goldsen, Kim, et al., 2013), and
more likely to have strained relationships with members of their extended family (Barrett, et al.,
2015). The lack of a partner and children results in fewer links in a support system to provide
elder care as this population continues to age. While older straight men tend to rely more on
family for support rather than friends, the opposite has been found to be true for gay men
(Dewaele, et al., 2011; Dorfman, et al., 1995).
Following Halkitis and colleagues (2012), it is instructive to consider the impact and
interplay of these elements on both the individual- and community-level health of aging HIVpositive gay and bisexual through the lens of syndemics theory. As originally proposed by Singer
(1994, 1995), syndemics theory maintains that within certain communities, a dynamic and
complicated synergy of multiple phenomena negatively affects the overall health and well-being
of both the individual and the collective. Given the widespread evidence in support of
overlapping and reinforcing mental and physical health problems among older HIV-positive
MSM, syndemics theory has the potential to frame the complicated interplay of multiple
epidemics and endemics over the entire course of an individual’s life. For aging HIV-positive
gay and bisexual men, the already elevated rates of depression and other mental health problems
experienced by the broader group (Calcagno, et al., 2015; Cochran & Mays, 2008; Mills et al.,
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2004) may be explained and exacerbated by the synergistic effects of stigma related to age and
aging, sexual orientation, race/ethnicity, and HIV (Halkitis, et al., 2012; David & Knight, 2008;
Diaz et al., 2001; Emlet, 2006a; Jerome & Halkitis, 2009).
The question of gay brotherhood. Though psychological research consistently finds
friendship to be a cornerstone of mental health among gay men, this idea has a more complex
valence in the fields of gay and lesbian studies and queer theory, where friendship has been
alternately celebrated and contested. As exemplified in Altman’s 1982 social commentary The
Homosexualization of America, The Americanization of the Homosexual, the laudatory strain
paints the then-popular gay bathhouses, for example, as “a sort of Whitmanesque democracy, a
desire to know and trust other men in a type of brotherhood far removed from the male bondage
of rank, hierarchy, and competition that characterize much of the outside world” (Altman, p. 79).
Later theorists, most famously Leo Bersani, have taken issue with this halcyon depiction of gay
culture as anchored by the bathhouses. In “Is the Rectum a Grave?”, his 1987 treatise that would
become foundational for queer theory, Bersani (1997, p. 312) writes:
Anyone who has ever spent one night in a gay bathhouse knows that it is (or was) one of
the most ruthlessly ranked, hierarchized, and competitive environments imaginable. Your
looks, muscles, hair distribution, size of cock, and shape of ass determined exactly how
happy you were going to be during those few hours, and rejection, generally
accompanied by two or three words at most, could be swift and brutal, with none of the
civilizing hypocrisies with which we get rid of undesirables in the outside world.
How does the theory account for the discrepancy between Altman’s idyllic description of gay
sexuality and Bersani’s gritty corrective thereof? And how do the men who participated in this
study experience this duality?
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A broader question, as taken up in queer theory and of great relevance to this study as
well as to psychological research more broadly, is about what place the abject should have in the
discourse. How do we relate to feelings of despair and experiences of brutality when they occur
inside the very marginalized communities we are invested in protecting and sparing from the
damning blow of pathologization? In Feeling Backwards (2007), literary theorist Heather K.
Love argues that though “it is not clear how such dark representations from the past will lead
toward a brighter future for queers…it may be necessary to check the impulse to turn these
representations to good use in order to see them at all.” Particularly in an era in which same-sex
desire is far more acceptable than in times past, “the survival of feelings such as shame,
isolation, and self-hatred into the post-Stonewall era is often the occasion for further feelings of
shame. The embarrassment of owning such feelings, out of place as they are in a movement that
takes pride as its watchword, is acute” (p. 4). The question of how long-term HIV/AIDS
survivors experience these contradictory feelings underlies the present study.
The tension between feelings of shame, and specifically the avoidance of the depressive
in early gay and lesbian studies, precipitated the rise of queer studies as an entire academic field
of inquiry, in Love’s telling. “When the word ‘queer’ was adopted in the late 80s,” she writes, “it
was because it evoked the history of insult.” She calls the very founding of ACT UP, the AIDS
activist group in which some of this study’s participants were active, “stigma-inflected activism”
(p. 2). She writes: “The emphasis on injury in queer studies has made critics in this field more
willing to investigate the darker aspects of queer representation and experience and to attend to
social, psychic, and corporeal effects of homophobia.”
The emotional underpinnings of the gay pride movement, to which queer theory was
responding, bears some similarities to one dominant stream in the LGBTQ health psychology
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research which highlights resilience and social support. This tension can be understood in
relation to Foucault’s notion of “reverse discourse.” For Foucault, the very pathologization of
homosexuality in 19th-century medical and criminological writings is what provided the
opportunity for reclamation (Foucault, p. 101). Gay people cannot be celebrated, after all, if they
do not exist. Love articulates this question in relation to Benjamin’s discussion of Klee’s 1920
monoprint “Angelus Novus.” Benjamin reads this figure as the “angel of history,” embodying
the tension between being pushed to look forward to a brighter future and insisting upon facing
the “wreckage” of the past (Benjamin, p. 264). This insistence on not leaving behind the losses
and destruction “functions as something like an ethical ideal for the historian and the critic” in
the politics of memory, trauma, and loss (Love, p. 148), yet Love points out the difficulty of this
ideal for those invested in effecting political change. It is an equal challenge for those committed
to supporting the mental health of those survivors of trauma and loss. What role does facing past
losses play in being able to live full, rich lives in the present?
Within the psychology field, much of the research on long-term HIV/AIDS survivors is
being conducted by public health psychologists, some of whose writing bespeaks this tension. In
his recent work on gay and bisexual men who are long-term HIV/AIDS survivors,
epidemiologist Perry Halkitis states his goal of keeping alive the memory of the “pain and
suffering” of the men who perished while emphasizing courage, calling them “the bravest
generation” (Halkitis, 2014). He eschews the notion of survivor’s guilt, calling it “a sensational
and somewhat sexy construct” despite citing numerous studies reporting on the phenomenon and
quoting long-term survivors on feelings of ambivalence and sadness. Nonetheless, he asserts,
“Never do I feel guilty to be a healthy middle-aged man. I am grateful and I live to honor their
memories, not to retreat into isolation because of some misplaced selfish sense of guilt” (155).
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The disavowal of the very emotion documented by the studies he cites (e.g. Gabriel, 1994;
Koetting, 1996; Valente, 2003) raises questions about how theory may be shaped by the
emotional and ideological commitments of the researchers writing it. Further, it leaves untouched
the roots and ramifications of this oft-cited emotion which would come up in this study’s
interviews as well.
This categorical dismissal risks the same fate Butler warns of in LGBTQ communities:
that of unresolved grief. In her 1995 essay “Melancholy Gender—Refused Identification,” Butler
reads Freud’s thinking on grief as central to ego development in the context of gender identity
formation. Highlighting the slippage between traditional masculinity/femininity and heterosexual
object choice, Butler theorizes an unresolved grief of denied, latent homosexual yearnings
underpinning heterosexuality, in addition to denied heterosexual yearnings underlying
homosexual identifications. The emotional sequelae of these denials is what she calls “gender
melancholia,” defined as the ways “in which masculinity and femininity emerge as the traces of
an ungrieved and ungrievable love; indeed, where masculinity and femininity within the
heterosexual matrix are strengthened through the repudiations that they perform” (Butler, 1995).
For Butler, the context of the AIDS crisis and the “task of finding a public occasion and language
in which to grieve this seemingly endless number of deaths only makes more complicated the
cultural predicament of living within a culture that can mourn the loss of homosexual attachment
only with great difficulty” (Butler, 170). The complication is that much more acute, and
personal, for the men who not only experienced massive AIDS bereavement but also the trauma
of diagnosis.
Living With HIV/AIDS
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As would be expected from markedly different demographics, studies demonstrate great
variability between various subgroups of long-term HIV/AIDS survivors, such as women,
intravenous drug users, and MSM (Martin et al., 2008). At the same time, long-term survivors
across multiple demographics share in common certain challenges and affronts to maintaining
mental health. Older adults living with HIV, regardless of sexual orientation, face complex
physiological issues including increased mortality, delayed diagnosis (Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention, 2016), and “accelerated” aging (Pathai et al., 2014), along with a
plethora of age-related comorbidities including coronary artery disease, diabetes, osteoporosis,
and some cancers (Negin, et al., 2012; Capeau, 2011).
Various psychological sequelae have been found among long-term HIV/AIDS survivors,
who also face the social stigma associated with the disease. HIV stigma is defined as a multidimensional construct encompassing prejudice, discounting, discrediting, and discrimination
directed at people perceived to have HIV or AIDS (Herek, et al., 1998). HIV seropositivity
occupies a uniquely difficult social position for patients. Unlike other communicable diseases,
HIV has long been associated with the socially marginalized populations of gay men and
intravenous drug users, creating a burden on those already coping with the physical challenges of
the illness. Older adults living with HIV have been shown to experience high rates of stigma
(Brennan & Karpiak, 2009; Emlet, 2006a), psychological distress (Grov, et al., 2010), as well as
a high degree of uncertainty (Solomon, et al., 2013). In one study, almost one-sixth of those
surveyed reported experiencing depression and one-third experienced anxiety (Robertson, et al.,
2014). Furthermore, lack of adequate social support, a demonstrated risk factor in mood
disorders, has a larger impact on emotional and social well-being on older than on younger
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patients (Chesney, et al., 2003). HIV-positive individuals also report higher rates of substance
use as compared to HIV-negative individuals (Justice et al., 2004).
Social support in the form of friendship has been found to be central not just in gay
communal life but in the mental health of gay men in general. The importance of a feeling of
belonging to the gay community has been found to moderate poor mental health among older
gay men, particularly those who live alone (McLaren, 2016). As HIV-positive gay and bisexual
age, the experience of having had and lost a queer community takes a toll on their sense of
wellbeing. Population-based studies have found that HIV-related bereavement in particular can
negatively impact mental health and can create a vulnerability to positive affect among aging
MSM (Wight, et al., 2015). One participant in a qualitative study on HIV/AIDS survivors in this
population reflects on the years of the AIDS crisis with a sense of nostalgia, which underlines the
importance of the social bonds that were formed: “That’s the last time I felt like any kind of a
brotherhood with any kind of community” (Halkitis, 2014, p. 178).
Brotherhood, as evoked by the survivors, has implicit positive valences. But we would be
remiss to not delve further into this notion of brotherhood between community members to
explore its greater complexity. In Siblings (2003), Juliet Mitchell makes a case for the
significance of sibling relationships in emotional development and the scant psychoanalytic
attention it has received. For Mitchell, the privileging of the vertical parent-child relationship
over that between siblings has done a disservice to these formative aspects of human experience.
She points out that the lateral dimension of sibling relationships lays the groundwork for
relationships between peers and “so-called equals,” including lovers as well as wartime enemies.
After all, she writes, “the baby is born into a world of peers as well as of parents” (p. 3). Mitchell
builds off Freud’s (1921) consideration of how group psychology, specifically the demands for
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social justice, emanate from “the situation in the nursery.” The “intense jealousy, rivalry and
envy” between siblings for parents’ attention and affection, and later, among schoolchildren are
later transformed into demands for equality and fairness. Mitchell proposes that the child forms
its ego-ideal “not so much on the Oedipal father as on the peer,” and asserts that “not enough has
been made of the very common observation that an infant is delighted to the point of elation by
another child” (Mitchell, 13). The emotional range of these lateral relationships includes
murderous feelings and subsequent guilt. In an epidemic that decimated this community of men,
the evocation of “brotherhood” may elide more emotional complexity and contradiction than is
often assumed, risking the sort of mythologizing Bersani writes against.
Confrontation with mortality. While the early years of the AIDS epidemic were
characterized by mystification about both the nature of the disease and its transmission in the
scientific community, among the general public there was a persistent sense of denial about
susceptibility. Most widespread was the notion that only gay men can contract HIV. And then
among the gay community, racial rumors circulated, with white men believing only those who
slept with black men were vulnerable, with the inverse notion circulating among black men
(Washington, 1995). Blechner (1997) uses Sullivan’s (1953) notion of the “not-me,” shorthand
for the repressed, unknown component of the self, to conceptualize the denial about
susceptibility that ran through the gay community. For Blechner, this “continual attempt to
ascribe AIDS to the ‘other,’ the ‘not-me’” was a powerful emotional defense that contributed to
the decimation of a community (Blechner, 6).
In many ways, however, the “not-me” posture could be understood as a normal and
healthy mindset for a young person with regards to death and dying, and conceptualizing it as a
defense mechanism only underscores the tragedy of the crisis. The cohort most affected by HIV
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in the United States was the baby boomers, many of whom were at the time young men in the
prime of their lives, climbing professional ladders and at the peak of sexual self-discovery
(Blechner, 2013). This was not a cohort who was inclined to think themselves near death. Mostly
between the ages of 25-44, these men were broadly in the sixth Eriksonian stage of development,
“Intimacy versus isolation,” which is concerned with forming intimate relationships with others
(Erikson, 1959). Generally speaking, success in this stage is characterized by fulfilling
relationships, and struggle can lead to feelings of loneliness and isolation. For individuals
suddenly diagnosed with a fatal illness, identifying with a community being riven by one, the
viability of this very normative and sustaining developmental task was suddenly being
jeopardized.
For many, testing positive itself was an adverse, traumatic event (Emlet et al., 2016;
Grossman, et al., 2003). Following Blechner’s use of Sullivan, underlying the trauma of
diagnosis is the shock of the dissolution of the “not-me,” in which the not-me becomes the self,
and the individual ceases being just the griever and anticipates becoming the lost object—or in
other words, the dead. Crimp, writing from within the crisis in 1989, considers how the
“impossibility of deciding whether the mourner will share the fate of the mourned” is an
interpsychic conflict that bears on both AIDS activism and the mental health of the gay men who
comprise the majority of the ACT UP activists. Years later, these men are reportedly aging with
depleted social networks at the very time that social support is so critical to their wellbeing
(Rosenfeld et al., 2011).
Mourning and loss. Perhaps the most widespread emotional experience associated with
gay and bisexual men who are long-term HIV/AIDS survivors is that of bereavement. And for
many, massive bereavement. In this cohort, it is typical to have survived lovers, friends, and
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partners. Blechner writes of men keeping lists of deceased friends and acquaintances, which “can
number more than 100” (Blechner, 1993). The experience of collective, repeated bereavement is
in some ways distinct from more normative experiences of loss. For many, there was a sense that
the horror was never-ending (Schwartzberg, 1992). And unlike surviving a war, in which an
endpoint can be attained, living through the AIDS crisis entailed a sense that the trauma looms
large and that new relationships may end with tragedy just like the old. Furthermore, each
individual themselves remained vulnerable to illness, signaling the breakdown of the “not-me”
defense.
A debate has emerged in the literature around the AIDS crisis as to whether the basic
Freudian principles of healthy mourning should apply to the gay and bisexual men who suffered
these losses. The classic notion of healthy mourning entails a particular process in which health
is contingent on the libido decathecting from the lost object in order to be free to recathect
elsewhere. Melancholia signifies the failure of decathection, in which the libido cathects to the
self, resulting in an endless psychic loop, precluding health (Freud, 1917/2001). For Freud and
the tradition that has followed, the ability to externalize grief is central to the discharge of the
cathexis in the process of classic Freudian mourning. This externalization happens through
various processes, including public holidays, memorialization, etc. As James E. Young has
written in the context of Holocaust memorialization, “the more memory comes to rest in its
exteriorized forms, the less it is experienced internally” (Young, 1993). In this way memorials
publicly aid the process of memory formation. Greg Forter (2003) remarks: “Mourning helps us
to relinquish real objects by building psychic memorials to them—the memorials we call
‘memories.’”
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In the 1990s, however, the universality of these claims was challenged by scholars
examining the intersection of minority sexuality and mourning. Asserting that the gay and
lesbian community was largely deprived of the possibility of safe externalizing at the height of
the AIDS crisis owing to entrenched homophobia and derision, these writers asserted that a new
model of healthy mourning must be considered. Accounts abound of partners and friends being
unwelcome by the family of the deceased at even private funerals and memorial services
(France, 2016; Sonstroem, 2004; Capozzola, 2002). The culture of stigma, fear, and
discrimination made collective commemoration especially difficult. The need to leave evidence
of suffering is said to have become an “obsession” for Cleve Jones, the gay activist who initiated
the AIDS quilt (Capozzola, 2002). Particularly until 1987 when the AIDS Quilt was first
exhibited, but then continuing in the form of content-dependent funding restrictions such as that
of the NEA described above, gay and bisexual men experienced restrictions on public mourning,
which had its interpsychic corollary in heightened difficulty externalizing grief.
For marginalized communities facing strictures on public displays of grief and thereby
concrete obstacles to the normative mourning trajectory, it has been proposed that there may be a
healthy place for melancholia after all. Before offering his rebuttal, Greg Forter (2003) offers a
review of some of this pro-melancholia writing: Michael Moon asserts that the Freudian model
of mourning may look “fundamentally normalizing and privative” to groups excluded from the
normalcy to which they are encouraged to return, and recommends that gay men instead extend
their erotic attachments to the dead (as cited in Forter, 2003). José Muñoz sees his project as
“depathologizing melancholia” and argues that because so much of gay life must be kept secret
and internalized, this population has different psychological needs with regards to mourning. He
asserts that Mourning and Melancholia is “implicitly heterosexist” and upholds a disciplinary
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social ideal. He writes: “For blacks and queers of any color, [melancholia] is not a pathology but
an integral part of everyday lives.…part of our process of dealing with the catastrophes that
occur in the lives of people of color, lesbians and gays” (Muñoz, 1997). Philip Novak suggests
that melancholia may be a healthy response for African Americans trying to hold on to a
distinctive culture threatened by white racism (191). In summary, Muñoz asserts that “for blacks
and queers [. . .] melancholia [is] not a pathology or a self-absorbed mood that inhibits activism,
but [. . .] a mechanism that helps us (re)construct identity and take our dead to the various battles
we must wage in their names” (pp. 355–56). Running throughout these critiques is the notion
that the lines of mourning versus melancholia should be redrawn in different populations amid
different circumstances.
Forter, however, reminds us of the affective misery of melancholia and cautions against
celebrating it:
For those of us who have experienced the bleak and joyless deadness of depression, it is
hard to see how this cultivation can be seen as politically liberating. It feels, at least,
about as far from freedom as it is possible to be, as it places one in the grip of a darkness
that negates all pleasure and interest in living. This is of course to offer a phenomenology
that might appear to retreat from the more social analyses of Moon, Novak, and Muñoz,
in particular. But my point is that those analyses are strangely out of touch with the
affect of melancholia.
Rather, he advocates working to change the social order so that mourning can more easily be
externalized and the individual need not internalize their grief on account of social stricture. The
collapse between self and other is perhaps the hallmark of the object relations of melancholia.
Santner (1990) describes melancholia as following from loving the object “as a mirror of one’s
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own sense of self and power,” and maintains that the predisposition to love in this way “obtains
when the self lacks sufficient strength and cohesion to tolerate, much less comprehend, the
reality of separateness” (pp. 2-3). This psychic complexity constitutes the backdrop for the losses
experienced by this community.
Trauma and posttraumatic growth. At what point do experiences of repeated loss,
discrimination, and fear cross the line between stress and trauma? The distinction between the
two is subjective, with trauma typically being marked by “overwhelming emotion and a feeling
of utter helplessness. There may or may not be bodily injury, but psychological trauma is
coupled with physiological upheaval that plays a leading role in the long-range effects” (Allen,
2004). Tedeschi and Calhoun (2004) similarly describe traumas as “psychologically seismic
events” that shake one’s sense of safety and ability to find meaning and coherence. Classically,
such events challenge basic assumptions necessary to psychic survival and thriving that the
world is predictable, controllable, and benevolent. While few gay and bisexual men at the outset
of the AIDS epidemic would have experienced the world as particularly benevolent, increasing
visibility signaled to some that the country was moving in a more positive direction.
Since 1994, the American Psychiatric Association has recognized diagnosis with a lifethreatening illness such as HIV/AIDS as an event that could lead to the development of
posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) (American Psychiatric Association, 1994). One study of
seropositive aging MSM in particular found rates of PTSD on par with those found among
individuals exposed to traumatic events such as 9/11, with estimates ranging from 22-54%
(Boarts, et al., 2009). The same study found that disease-related PTSD appears to be higher
among people living with HIV than with other diseases such as cancer. For the population of
interest, elevated rates may be partially explained by the fact that older gay men generally have
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experienced the acute stresses of the HIV epidemic beginning in the pre-HAART years. For
these men, the joys of survival are rivaled by the pain of loss, trauma, and for some, a feeling of
further grief after losing the closeness of the community that came together to support the dying
and grieving (Halkitis, 2014).
There is now growing recognition that stressful experiences may catalyze positive
changes in addition to negative. Such changes have been observed in a number of important life
domains, including interpersonal relationships, self-perceptions, and priorities and goals. The
most prevalent term for conceptualizing these changes is “posttraumatic growth” (PTG)
(Tedeschi & Calhoun, 1996), which refers to “positive psychological changes experienced as a
result of the struggle with highly challenging life circumstances” (Tedeschi & Calhoun, 2004).
PTG is seen to involve a qualitative change in functioning and/or development, not simply a
return to baseline, and classically is measured across five domains: an increased appreciation for
life in general; the development of closer, more meaningful interpersonal relationships; an
increased sense of personal strength; the realization of new life possibilities; and a sense of
spiritual or existential growth (Milam, 2004).
A limited body of research examines PTG in people living with HIV/AIDS in general,
and in this subgroup, which carries the extra psychological vulnerabilities discussed above. For
example, Milam reports strikingly high rates of PTG among PLWHA, at ~59%. Yet questions
remain about many aspects of PTG, including, crucially, its link to psychological wellbeing: Do
the above-mentioned positive changes actually improve the wellbeing of the trauma survivors
over time? This question is of obvious clinical importance: If PTG is unrelated to wellbeing or
other aspects of mental health, it is merely an interesting but perhaps specious theoretical
construct (Zoellner & Maercker, 2006). The obvious hypothesis in this case would be that there
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is a positive association between these two variables. However, studies on this topic in other
medical conditions are inconclusive and contradictory (see Rzeszutek, 2018 for a review), and
longitudinal studies on PTG among PLWHA are scarce (Milam, 2004; Rzeszutek, 2017).
Furthermore, challenges abound to the very construct of PTG given the difficulty of
distinguishing between actual growth and perceived growth. Few studies examine the possible
discrepancy between self-reported perceived versus actual growth, and those that do have
suggested that PTG may be a “positive illusion” (McFarland & Alvaro, 2000), and may even be
a hindrance to actual growth (Frazier et al., 2009). In a study looking specifically at long-term
HIV/AIDS survivors who are MSM, Emlet and colleagues (2017) examined the related
constructs of resilience and mastery in relation to psychological well-being. Defining resilience
as that which assists with adapting to risks or negative, non-normative, or age-graded events,
such as loss, or declines in health or social status, and mastery as the cognitive or affective
resource that helps one develop a sense of self-control, they found an unsurprising association
between the constructs. This same study also found an association between time since HIV
diagnosis and psychological wellbeing, which points to resilience and mastery gained over time
adjusting to life with the disease.
The body of literature presented in this chapter has informed and guided this study’s aim
of deeply understanding the lives of gay and bisexual men who are long-term HIV/AIDS
survivors in terms of their experiences of loss and mourning. The semi-structured interview
(Appendix D) was shaped by the findings of the psychological and epidemiological research
cited above in conversation with the insights of psychoanalytic and queer theory. Together, they
are the grounds from which this study was launched.
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CHAPTER 3: METHODOLOGY
Participants and Procedures
This study aimed to recruit ten long-term HIV/AIDS survivors diagnosed before the mid1990s who identify as gay, bisexual, or queer men. Sexual identity (i.e. “gay, bisexual, or queer”)
was highlighted in recruitment materials rather than behavior (i.e. “men who have sex with
men”) to capture men who were likely to experience group identification around the time of their
seroconversion. This study prioritized depth over quantity, and aimed to identify a small number
of participants whose emotional experiences during the peak of the AIDS crisis and in the years
that have followed might resonate with thousands of others. Given the COVID-19 public health
emergency, these interviews took place over a secure video-conferencing platform. While
compromising on the intimacy of the in-person interview that was originally intended, the
medium allowed for greater geographic diversity than would have otherwise been possible.
The criteria for inclusion were as follows: 1) the participant identifies as a cis-gendered
self-identifying queer, gay or bisexual man; 2) the participant was diagnosed with HIV/AIDS
before 1996 with the advent of protease inhibitors and effective combination therapies; 3) the
participant states that they have experienced AIDS-related bereavement; 4) the participant has a
private space and internet connection to enable meeting for a 1-2 hour videoconference call.
Participants were compensated $30 or $30 was sent to an organization of their choosing, per their
preference.
Sampling and recruitment. Participants were recruited though a variety of means
including outreach through relevant social media forums and LGBTQ community health care
and community centers in New York City, San Francisco, and Chicago which agreed to share the
information and flyer with their patients, utilization of personal networks, and snowball
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sampling. (See Appendix A for recruitment flyer.) Prospective participants were asked to write
to an email address created specifically for this study. Once prospective participants stated their
interest in participating, they were asked to complete an online form that served as a pre-screener
to determine basic eligibility. (See Appendix B.) This form included questions about sexual
orientation, gender, race, and approximate date of diagnosis.
Twenty-four men responded to the recruitment, nearly three times as many participants as
the study could accommodate. The researcher pursued follow-up video screening interviews with
participants who met the criteria of having seroconverted prior to 1996, experienced HIV-related
bereavement, and who represented a spectrum of racial/ethnic diversity. In the screening
interview that followed, potential participants were asked further demographic questions
including age, income, marital and family status, as well as more topical questions such as
experiences of HIV-related bereavement, and willingness to discuss personal matters of a
sensitive nature. (See Appendix C.)
The final ten participants represented a spectrum of racial diversity, with four White,
three Black, one Latino, and two biracial/multiracial individuals, and held a range of
socioeconomic positions and religious affiliations. They ranged in age from 57 to 72 years of
age, and were diagnosed between 1987 to 1992, when they were between 22 to 26 years old.
Though the study was intended to encapsulate a variety of sexual identities of men who have sex
with men, all of the prospective and final participants identified as being attracted primarily to
cismen, including those who reported experiencing more varied attractions at other points in their
lives. They used a variety of language to describe their homosexuality, including: homosexual,
gay, queer, and same-gender loving. (See Table 1 for demographic information.)
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Participants were provided with informed consent information during the screening
telephone call that included the following list, per Cone and Foster (2005):
1. A description of the study and its purpose
2. The information the participant will be asked to provide, if any
3. A description of what the participant will be asked to do and how long it will take
4. A description of potential risks and benefits to individual participants
5. A statement that participation is voluntary and that the participant can withdraw at any
time without penalty
6. Reassurance that all data will be kept confidential and a description of any circumstances
in which the researcher would have to forgo confidentiality
7. The name and phone number of a person the participant may call to get further
information about the research
8. The name and phone number of a person (other than the researcher) the participant may
call if he or she has any complaints as a result of participating in the study
9. Information regarding whether and what compensation will be provided
10. Explanation that a summary of the results/findings will be available if wanted
Qualitative Analysis
The generative and exploratory approach known as Grounded Theory (Glaser & Strass,
1967) was used to qualitatively analyze the interviews. Through the three phases of coding, a
grounded theoretical understanding emerged regarding the ways gay men who are long-term
HIV/AIDS survivors experience their past losses in relation to their current psychological
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wellbeing. The three phases of coding were: 1) Open coding to identify and label common
themes in the transcribed interviews; 2) Axial coding to identify commonalities and draw
connections between the themes; 3) Selective coding to identify the central themes and define the
theoretical underpinnings of the analysis. The overriding goal of this approach to the data was to
yield a set of themes that can shed light on experiences of loss, mourning, and psychological
wellbeing among gay men who are long-term HIV/AIDS survivors. Prior to analyzing, the
interviews were transcribed first using the automated web-based platform Trint, and were then
reviewed word for word by the principal investigator. Nonverbal expressions such as long
pauses, tears, and laughter were denoted parenthetically, and stammering short utterances such as
“um” were preserved in the text.
Though the data was formally analyzed using grounded theory, the study’s design and the
sensibility of its analysis was informed by Interpretive Phenomenological Analysis (IPA).
Following Husserl (1913), the principal founder of phenomenology, prior to crafting the
questionnaire, this study first sought to identify the “structures” of experience that are at play for
the population of interest with regards to their experiences as long-term HIV/AIDS survivors. In
this conception, experience is directed or “intended” through particular concepts, thoughts, ideas,
sensations, images, etc. These make up the content of a given experience, and are distinct from
the content participants explicitly present.
Further distinguishing the phenomenological research method from other approaches is
its position that the interview itself is a meaning-making activity. Qualitative phenomenological
research is committed to an expansive definition of what is considered data: “In fact we permit
no authority to deprive us of the right of recognizing all kinds of intuition as equally valuable
sources for the justification of knowledge, not even that of ‘modern natural science.’ When it is
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really natural science that speaks, we listen willingly and as disciples” (Wertz, 2005, p.78). In the
spirit of Husserl’s call, this study asked participants to speak about their experiences in an openended way that encourages participants to associate freely as they both report on and make
meaning during the interview itself. In the words of Smith and Osborn (2003):
Access [to the participant’s inner world] depends on, and is complicated by, the
researcher’s own conceptions; indeed, these are required in order to make sense of that
other personal world through a process of interpretative activity. Thus, a two-stage
interpretation process, or a double hermeneutic, is involved. The participants are trying to
make sense of their world; the researcher is trying to make sense of the participants trying
to make sense of their world. (p. 53)
The notion of the “double hermeneutic” has implications for data collection. Researchers’
methods will delimit their understanding of how participants are trying to make meaning of the
world. To this end, this study attuned to not just the data points themselves but the type of
approach that would facilitate meaning-making.
To that end, the semi-structured interviews for the present study sought “to obtain
descriptions of the life world of the interviewee with respect to interpreting the meaning of the
described phenomena” (Kvale and Brinkmann, 2009). This interview style was flexible and
responsive to the material presented by the participant, and often resulted in shuffling the
sequence of questions and following up with additional questions to facilitate the expansion upon
material the participant seemed particular emotionally engaged in, acknowledging that “the
participant has an important stake in what is covered” (p. 4).
Participants’ investment in the present study was seen as key to both its practical success
and to its raison d’etre, as it seeks to give voice to a population that has historically been
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maligned and neglected. Additionally, the interview itself is seen as a potentially positive
experience in that the principal investigator has demonstrated a desire to understand and honor
the subjects’ lived experience. The fact that nearly three times as many men as could actually be
interviewed responded in the first week alone of relatively modest recruitment efforts suggests
that the desire to share their experiences is strong in this population.
Role of the researcher. In keeping with the IPA perspective of seeing the interview itself
as a meaning-making activity, the researcher is seen as being both a participant and an observer,
a fellow participant in the phenomenological exercise of the interview and a witness to the
memories recounted and to the participant’s experience of the interview. As an individual who
does not visibly share sexual and gender identities with the participants and is identifiable as a
white ciswoman, the primary investigator was aware that participants were likely to have certain
assumptions about her that might impact interpersonal dynamics in the interview. This
possibility was considered and reflected on by the researcher, and explicitly inquired about when
deemed relevant to participants’ behavior. In addition, the researcher worked to identify her own
potential biases regarding gay/bisexual/queer men of various racial and ethnic groups, and to
interrogate the ways in which such biases could influence the research and analysis.
No ethical conflicts of interest are identified in this study.
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CHAPTER 4: RESULTS
This study’s guiding aim is to understand the landscape of psychological health and
struggle among gay, bisexual and queer men who are long-term HIV/AIDS survivors. It was
hypothesized that certain thematic patterns would emerge with regards to participants’
experiences of loss, mourning, and ways of reflecting on past events, and indeed these themes
came to form a constellation of sorts, characterizing important aspects of each man’s experience
and pointing toward common experiences. When I began transcribing and coding, a plethora of
other themes became apparent, and I considered moving away from my initial interests in those
listed above. The more I worked through the interviews, however, the more I saw the extent to
which the original themes opened up to reveal further nuances of shared experience.
Through the process of Axial Coding (as described by Corbin & Straus, 1999) and with
the collaboration of a research assistant, I discerned 11 distinct phenomena out of the 49 distinct
yet interrelated themes, 9 subthemes, and 4 sub-subthemes. (See Table 2 for complete outline of
themes.) Those phenomena are: Experiences of Mourning, Relating to the Pre-AIDS Past,
Posttraumatic Growth, Changing Relationships to Work, Fluctuating Life Expectancy, Reactions
to Social Progress, Significance of Social Support/Community, Lacking Social Support,
Internalized Homophobia, Experiences of Mourning, and Negative Feelings About Sexuality. I
mention them all here as a guidepost for further exploration, though for this study, I will explore
three which are particularly salient and interrelated: (I) Experiences of Mourning (consisting of
themes “defending against grief” versus “moving toward grief” and attendant subthemes); (II)
Relating to Pre-AIDS Past (consisting of themes “missing pre-AIDS past,” nostalgic
orientation,” “associating past with freedom,” “social and sexual abundance,” and “negative
feelings about pre-AIDS past”); and (III) Posttraumatic Growth (consisting of “AIDS as valued
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identity,” “involvement in community organizations,” “gratitude for the diagnosis,” “finding
value in the struggle,” “increased career drive,” and “emotional impact of medical advances”).
Note that this analysis is based strictly on the content of the 1-2-hour interview, and does
not presume to represent a complete picture of participants’ strengths and challenges, nor their
identities and internal representations.
Experiences of Mourning
Men spoke about the myriad losses they experienced as a consequence of both the AIDS
crisis in general and their own seroconversion in particular, and about the extent to which they
grieved their losses. The losses ranged from concrete external losses to more abstract emotional
ones. Physical losses mentioned included those of lovers, partners, professional colleagues,
teammates, creative collaborators, therapists, friends, and community members. Psychological
losses included those of expected health and vitality, of career paths and jobs, of the dream of
biologically fathering children, of present and expected earnings, of stable housing, and of a
more general sense of predictability and conventional growth. The themes that emerged
regarding how individuals coped with their grief transcended the specific types of losses they
described. Germaine to this phenomenon was the range of ways participants described managing
the emotional impact of their losses, from efforts to completely avoid their pain to dedicated
rituals and ongoing psychic engagement with the deceased. This phenomenon was determined to
comprise two main themes, each with subthemes of its own: “defending against grief,” and
“moving toward grief.”
Defending against grief. This theme was identified through considering the
commonalities among four distinct defense mechanisms, each constituting its own subtheme.
Most of these defense mechanisms seem to have been adopted unconsciously, though varying
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degrees of retrospective self-awareness are evident in their reflections. Subthemes that came up
in at least three of the interviews, or which seemed salient enough to suggest they may have been
underrepresented in this sample, are identified here, with examples:
Denial. Half of the men in the sample spoke about denial as a key way they managed
their anxieties about both the likelihood of testing positive, and then about the likelihood of
morbidity and mortality after diagnosis. They reflected on the benefits of denial, which for some
included continuing to energetically pursue career goals and to more generally preserve a degree
of emotional stability. When Robin1, a white man in his early 70s, learned of his positive HIV
test, he recalls:
That was my shock, it was a shock, I really didn't expect to hear that. I felt healthy and,
um, robust and I really thought I'd been being careful. Although I knew that prior to ‘81
or ‘82, I hadn't been. I knew I was at risk, but I did not want to hear it.
In retrospect, some of the men identify the costs of having been in denial, particularly around
isolation from potential community members, resources, and sources of support. In addition,
some identify denial as enabling their past engagement in unsafe sexual behaviors despite having
tested positive, and express regret about the possibility of having infected others as a result of
that denial. As Daniel, a multiracial White/Black/Hispanic participant in his early 70s reflected:
Denial was a way for me to explain why I didn't go to anybody, support groups, why I
didn't go visit anyone in the hospital. It was too painful, too scary. But I wasn't dwelling
on the fact that I'm positive. To me, that meant that I'm damaged and I didn’t want to
think of myself that way. So it only came to a head when I was involved in a sexual
situation where it might come up where you have to reveal that. So there was a lot of
dread around that. I think I had sort of this kind of detachment from this reality that I had
1

All names have been changed to protect participants’ identities
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this virus in me. But I guess it was this detachment from it. And at the time it didn't…it
wasn't something that I felt ashamed of or felt guilty or felt bad about it. Looking back on
it now, I thought yeah, well, there was there was some guilt about my behavior, but I also
had to say, I can't change that. That was then, that is what I did, because for whatever
reason. But I'm not that person now. So maybe that's what enabled me to sort of get
through that.
Many of the men I spoke with express a similar forgiving stance toward their past selves for their
actions which were fueled by denial, alongside a sense of regret that they were not capable of
facing their diagnoses head-on.
A number of the Black men interviewed pointed to the specifically racial aspect of denial,
in which the widespread impression that White men were primarily affected by HIV/AIDS—
which itself was largely driven by racially skewed media coverage (See: Levenson, 2005)—led
Black men to incorrectly believe they were safe. As Martin recounted, it was not until he was in
his early thirties, in the mid- to late-1980s that he saw otherwise:
After that, that's when the epidemic started coming along. And you know, it was just a
change, you know, it was just fear, and then there was this denial. You know, like, “Oh,
we [Black men] don't get that, it's only Haitian people and people who shoot needles, and
you know, White gay men. And so even though everybody knew what their behavior
was, I saw a lot of denial in it. And there was a lot of fear, because even though people
were saying that, I believe everybody was scared. It really got scary when friends of mine
started to come down with it.
The racially divided phenomenon this man describes is a group-level manifestation of an
emotional defense that was previously described as being individually employed. Though the
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fallacious notion of biological racial difference was historically used to denigrate non-White
groups, for Martin, it was nonetheless a convenient go-to defense that was communally
reinforced—until, that is, his own Black friends became ill.
Avoidance. In most instances, the same men who spoke about resorting to avoidance as a
way to manage their grief around death and dying were the ones who described denial. As Daniel
recalled:
When people started dying in New York, I was too terrified. I never went to anybody in
the hospital, I didn't go to funerals. Even when I moved to California and people started
dying there too and I wouldn't go. I avoided all that stuff. I felt really guilty about it years
later…[Recently] I decided, you know, I'm not going to run from that this time, so one of
my good friends…came down with cancer and he went to hospice care then…And I said,
well, I'm not going to run away. So I actually made sure, I wanted to be there, and it was
great. He gave me a gift…So I thought, you know, I mean, I couldn't change the past, but
I said, I'm not going to do the same thing. I'm not going to behave the same way as I did
back then.
Daniel expressed how powerful it was to have an opportunity to act differently in the present
than how he did in the past, as well as the critical role that connecting with a friend played in
doing so. In the past, his denial and avoidance kept him isolated from others, but facing his grief
about his more recent loss made way for a meaningful connection and personal growth. The
close relationship between denial and avoidance is also illustrated in the reflections of another
participant, a Black man named Charles, who was well aware of his positive serostatus but kept
it hidden from the man he was seeing:
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I messed that up because what happened was [he] and I were messing around and I didn’t
tell [him] that I was positive. Anyway, it wasn't really a lot of talk about that because the
gay community was staying away from it. If it wasn't brought up, they’re not going to
bring it up…We did not talk about it. We know if it came up in the conversation, it came
up in a conversation with personal groups and stuff. But as a group of gay people in the
community, absolutely not.
Charles expresses guilt about having likely infected his partner, and also references the cultural
norm in his community at the time, which he described as primarily African-American,
regarding not speaking openly about serostatus. He, as well as other Black participants, added
that in the early years of the epidemic, AIDS “really wasn't hitting our community in ways it was
hitting the white community,” leading many men to wrongly believe they need not be as
concerned.
After naming five close friends who died and also mentioning “a whole bunch” whose
names he can no longer recall, Charles reflects on the question of mourning “a lot of people” as
follows:
I didn't and I did. Because I kind of mourn their losses in terms of loss. That part in terms
of generating and memories or whatever, whatever, I kind of did that part, but not
necessarily sat on it too long because it was just too desperate. I mean, too depressing to
just sit there and thought of that process because these—actually, people died and it was
through no action of their own—to some degree, a small part […] truth is told that there’s
still a lot of stigma and denial and all of that.
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Many participants spoke about managing their responses to the volume of losses they endured.
For Charles, the desperation, which he seemed to mistakenly say instead of “depressing” made
continued mourning feel too onerous to maintain.
Substance use. While some men’s coping mechanisms endangered those around them,
others’ primarily endangered themselves. Substance use surfaced as a persistent motif throughout
these interviews. Most of them explicitly tied their use to emotional avoidance; both a defense
against grieving the loss of loved ones and grappling with the trauma of their own diagnoses. For
that reason, it is being classified here as a subtheme within “Avoidance.” In these interviews,
half of the participants reported recovering from severe substance use disorders. As Robert, a
biracial White/Latinx man in his late 50s recalls:
You know, I was 18 when that first article hit and my first friend died, I was diagnosed at
the age of 25 on my first test. And between that and let's see, the age of 30, I didn't deal
with my own diagnosis. I drank. That was how I dealt with it because I didn't want to feel
it, I didn't want to be one of those people was going to die.
Robert’s entrée into adulthood was shaped by HIV/AIDS losses and his own positive diagnosis,
and his turn to alcohol was similarly formative in steering the direction of his adulthood. Martin
handled his own diagnosis similarly:
They told me I was positive. And once I found out I was like in shock…So I went to the
liquor store and I bought a pint of liquor, and I just turned it upside down. And I tell this
when I was, so like for a year after that, I just felt like I was in a constant high for like a
year.
A couple of the men turned to substance use later in life, citing the accumulated losses and
medical challenges as contributing factors. Charles recounts:
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It was isolation. It was isolation. It was colostomy bag. It was HIV, it was loss of friends,
family, foes, people that really know you and stuff like that. Because now I can't even
count the people, maybe two guys when we were kids are still living with me.
The challenges of aging—health compromises and indignities, personal losses, a feeling of
irrelevance—were common triggers for both men who began using in their advanced adulthood.
Daniel remembered it this way:
It's like when I was doing it, when I was using, I kind of knew that my world was falling
apart and I didn't care. I just, I don't care if I live to 70. What's the use? What's the point?
Who cares about some old guy? So all those years of carrying all this guilt around or the
shame, all this unresolved stuff, all this insecurity and then, you know, getting caught,
losing my job, at a point where now when pretty much I was discarded like a piece of
broken office furniture, that's the imagery I had. And you know, I'm irrelevant. I'm
invisible. All that stuff around aging.
Daniel’s recollection links feelings about aging, irrelevance, and grief to his substance use,
which itself compounds the already existent shame. As a defense against mourning, substance
use both ties together other defenses and constitutes a distinct one of its own.
Dissociation. Whereas those men who turned to substances described using as a way of
consciously avoiding their pain, both those and others also spoke of an unconscious “numbing,”
which seems to describe emotionally dissociating from the present reality. Half of the men spoke
of not feeling at all, or specifically used the word “numb” to describe their eventual emotional
experiences of going through the acts of mourning: attending funerals and memorials in body if
not in spirit. For some men, this included learning of their own positive serostatus; for others this
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described their reactions to learning of others’ deaths. For instance, when asked how he mourned
the loss of a close friend, Robin responded:
It was a Catholic funeral, which was a little weird, but I didn't go back to their apartment
afterwards. I was just too shaken and I just didn't feel ready to mourn and grieve with the
rest of the friends and his family. His sister was here, and I regret that. Um, you know, I
wish that I had gone. It was just I was afraid that I would just drown in this wave of loss
that was happening, like I went numb.
Asked whether testing positive changed the way he mourned others’ deaths, he responded: “It
made me more numb. [Long pause.] I just became numb, you know.” Robert similarly recounted
events that would normatively be expected to bring feelings of grief, anger, fear, or
abandonment, but he also describes the overall effect of countenancing the high volume of
deaths as “numbing”:
Well, at one point, I was going to three and four memorials a week. A week…It was
numbing. Yeah, it was. And nobody was doing anything, nobody was helping, the
government wasn't, you know, hospital was trying to do what it could do, but nobody was
listening. And yet our—my—friends were dying.
For many of these men, the sheer volume of losses directly contributed to the sense of
overwhelm and the impulse to dissociate. Robert cites anger about the lack of political and social
will as leading to his feeling of numbness, suggesting that not-feeling was a defense against his
feelings of despair.
Half of the men in the sample spoke about experiencing uncharacteristic memory lapses
with regards to the traumatic events discussed, including diagnosis and homophobic attacks.
“Memory lapses” constitute a subtheme within “Dissociation.” Some described their memory
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failures as defense mechanisms, whereas others remained somewhat mystified by them. When
asked if he remembers the date he learned of his positive serostatus, Sidney, a white man in his
early 60s said:
No...it was, it was very late May or very beginning of June. ‘92. I…it's one of two or
three weekdays. I just can't remember the actual date. Yeah. And I'm a real date
memorizer. So it's interesting that I don't.
Similarly stymied, Michael, a White man in his mid-60s, resorted to arithmetic to arrive at his
age at the time of diagnosis, his recall punctuated by long pauses:
Uhhh, well, I mean, if you add up the years, as far as I remember, umm. 34. Let me just
think. Is that right? I was born in ‘56. So when is 1990? That's 34 years, right? You
know, it's a really—it’s hard for me to remember because it just—I do remember that
like, the—I don't know, everything became black, like I really felt like I was, like,
surrounded by a black emptiness, and I had no idea what to do next.
Robin similarly associated to historical records that could testify to events he could not access
through memory alone.
I don't remember the date. It was like, I don't...it was early in 1985, I think…[whispering]
It was so traumatic for me that I have blanked out when it happened. I should go back
and look, I have datebooks. I've saved all my datebooks from all the, from back then. I
remember the day, remember who was around, I remember where it happened, but I don't
remember the time of the year. And I don't remember the few weeks before or after. It's
kind of like traumatic amnesia around that.
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Sidney also spoke movingly about a dissociative defense mechanism that helped him cope with a
violent homophobic attack he experienced in adulthood: imagining that he simply is no longer
capable of feeling shame.
And I thought about this and I thought, ‘You know what? I clearly can't stop people's
reactions to me. I've been trying to since I was five, so I'm going to stop being upset
about it.’ And I had this image: I literally visualized a grand piano with eight strings. And
I went through and I found the string that every time it happened went to such a place of
shame and devastation. And I ripped the string out. And it was gone. Nobody can play
that note anymore. It does not exist. It's not on the keyboard. And it actually worked.
Sadly, as I've gotten older, I wish I could restring that. I wish I could, because I don't like
having to be down a string, and I've never been able to restring it.
This poignant image of the piano missing a string speaks to the violence and deprivation of
dissociation. What initially felt crucial to his psychological survival, and therefore adaptive, now
is a cause of sadness and remorse, as Sidney mourns the long-term consequences of having
“ripped the string out”: losing the capacity to feel the full spectrum of emotions.
Manic defense. Several of the men described actions they consciously or unconsciously
undertook in an attempt to deny or distract from feelings of sadness or depression. Over half of
the participants spoke about the ongoing action-oriented tasks of managing the sheer volume of
losses they experienced, and described going about them as a bulwark against grief and despair.
As Sidney recalled about learning of his positive test results:
So I quite literally was cleaning my kitchen floor. I just got down on the floor, I was still
there, I was cleaning the grout. And I had a show—I was an actor at the time. I was doing
a big hit show and it was like, he called me at, like, 5:30 and I left for the theater at, like,
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six. So I was on my knees. I picked it up and he had, and he was like, Hi, It's Dr. ___. I'm
calling, I'm afraid, without some very good news. And I was like, "Positive, right?" He
was like, "Yes." I was like, "Okay, I've got to go, gotta finish cleaning the floor, before I
get to the theater.” He's like, "I don't feel like you're taking this in." I said, "Of course I'm
taking it—there is no—we knew this. We—we knew this. We knew this."
Where Sidney kept grout-scrubbing, another participant cited serial caretaking as his means of
emotional avoidance. As Robert reflected about how he experienced his friends’ deaths:
I didn't have time to experience them. That's reality. We didn't—we didn't have time.
There wasn't time to go explore this. We had the next funeral to plan or somebody else
needed to get to the hospital or somebody needed to be paid or somebody needed
groceries. Somebody needed to eat. Somebody needed laundry done. We didn't have
time.
Yet another participant expressed his experience in remarkably similar terms, emphasizing the
endless lists of things “to do” while taking care of ailing friends. Peter, a white man in his early
60s, recalled:
There was just alright, this next thing we have to do, this next thing not right, so let's do
that. So, but I—I didn't—I didn't feel and I wasn't aware of being angry and I wasn't
aware of being afraid. I was aware of there just being the next thing, and, of course, the
next day, another friend would be hospitalized or—I'm trying to think because the—I
don't know. I can't, I can't remember. I can't keep straight what.
For all three of these men, doing, whether errands for dying friends or attending funerals, became
a defense against feeling. A distinct subset of manic defense surfaced among men who spoke
about engaging in unsafe sex, knowingly putting others at risk. Sidney, Robert, and Peter more
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readily framed the behavior as a threat to their own health, and only when inquired did they also
identify the risk to others. Both gave the impression, these decades later, of remaining defended
against the real possibility of having infected others. Charles framed his sexual behavior as a
function of denial about his grief regarding his diagnosis and the shame associated with it:
I just had sex and I didn't have no protection. And whatever-whatever, I was just in denial
and I was like, ‘I'm not going to die. I'm not going to die. I'm not going to die.’ I was just
in that process for quite some time…We were in denial, we didn't discuss it, it was a
shameful type of situation, and it was a sin.
Where Charles was upfront about endangering others out of avoiding shame, Peter spoke of his
behavior as more of a danger to himself, in the context of a broader suicidal depression. When
asked about the possibility that he had infected others, he said:
You know, I really didn't care. And it was, I think, it was a very dark time for me. Trying
to figure out what to do, how to live my life and everything. And I just wanted to end my
life, actually, so I thought, why, let's just get infected a hundred times so I could be able
to die, basically.
When asked how he experienced the knowledge that he might have infected someone else, Peter
shared the memory of someone else criticizing him for his behavior, but did not speak of his own
emotional experience of his actions or the sense he makes of it now. His reflective style
illustrates the enduring pain and difficulty bearing the pain of not just diagnosis and grief, but the
behaviors undertaken to defend against those emotions.
Suicidality. Participants who endorsed suicidality spoke of these impulses as reflecting an
inability to tolerate despair, and an urge to flee from it. Self-harming behaviors and urges were
described by a number of men as constituting their darkest and most difficult hours, and for some
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were sources of shame. Jamie recalled “a time where I felt very much like I just wanted to give
up”:
So I went to the baths and I had sex with people, you know. It was a horrible time. And,
you know, I really didn't care [if the sex was protected or unprotected]. And it was a very
dark time for me. Trying to figure out what to do, how to live my life and everything.
And I just wanted to end my life, actually, so I thought, why, let's just get infected a
hundred times so I could be able to die, basically.
For Jamie, also cited above in terms of the manic nature of his defense, despair led to both selfharm and reckless behavior toward others, by way of repeating the very acts of infection, i.e.
unprotected sex. The theoretical implications of doubly classifying Jamie’s experience will be
discussed in Chapter Five.
After describing his own brush with despair, Peter recounted how shaken he felt when the
estranged mother of a hospitalized friend asked him to convince her dying son to end his own
life:
I don't think I said anything. I think I just looked at her and I said, ‘Well,’ I think I
stammered like that and thought I said to her, ‘I'll see what I can do.’ And I never
breathed a word of it to [my friend], who was not lucid.
This participant’s horror at his friend’s mother’s request underscores the extent to which
normative parental wishes can be tested and broken in the face of extreme suffering, and the
intense emotionality of being so intimately confronted with a mother’s grief. The family-like
nature of the platonic friendship Peter describes is also notable, and the emotionally fraught
meetings of family-like friends with formal kin in the context of AIDS deaths is a recurring motif
across interviews.
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Moving toward grief. This theme was identified as a cluster of subthemes regarding the
ways that participants emotionally experienced and attempted to process their losses. Some are
broadly seen as bolstering emotional health, such as memorializing, whereas others are
indications of severe distress. What these experiences have in common, however, is an openness
to the pain of illness and loss. They might best be characterized in terms of an absence or failure
of avoidant defenses.
Formal rituals. When asked about the ways they mourned the passing of their loved
ones, a few of the men found formal mourning rituals to be emotionally meaningful. Martin, for
instance, described the funeral of a close friend as a breakthrough of grief in a broader context of
denial and numbness:
Well, it was denial at first because I didn't really think he was going to pass, you know,
probably because he was so close, I was like, oh, he can't, you know—my mind. And
after I mourned, at his service, I teared up. But before that, I just kind of, like I said, I've
become numb to it, but this little service that he had, his brother did a really nice job, and
he did a video and he did a little collage of pictures…and I just, it really, you know.
[Choking up].
Similarly, a Hispanic man in his early 60s named Jamie who otherwise turned to substance use
and struggled with addiction for many years, reflected on a ritual he devised for his deceased
partner, in which he returned to a vacation spot that had great meaning for them:
And so that's where I kind of had like a little ritual for him. Let him know that I will
always remember him and always be thinking of him whenever I'm here, or whenever
there's times where I laugh. So I know he's watched it, so. [Choking up.]
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These two instances underscore the emotional potency of the memorializing events that a great
number of the participants reported finding too difficult to attend. In addition, the emotion that
comes through in the interview testifies to their enduring capacity to feel their grief and the ways
in which it crops up in the present.
Sublimation. A striking number of the participants described political activism, creative
self-expression and art appreciation as primary methods of emotionally engaging with their
losses. They spoke of writing, musicianship, art, theater, and photography as allowing for
unique, personalized relationships with traumatic loss and underscoring a sense of faith in
humanity. Describing the emotional resonance of a particular beloved symphony and its
relationship to the losses of the AIDS crisis, Peter identifies what he understands to be its
message:
I guess it’s about ‘Please, won't you please pay attention, won't you please pay attention?’
That's what it was, that all our culture is built on convincing people not to pay attention.
And what that piece of art does, what great art does is it requires us, it invites us—it
doesn't require anything. It invites us to pay attention. And usually the invitation is
declined with negligence…but what AIDS gave to me and I think, I hope, to many, many
people was the invitation: ‘Please pay attention right now.’
Similarly, Charles, who was involved with the AIDS Quilt memorial project spoke of the power
of sharing creative work with others:
We were actually trying to create a memorial. And to cover those losses with our losses
and our love. So that's what the big quilt was all designed for and everything like that. So
that's where we display what feelings we had[…]It was something to make positive, to
make real.
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The notion of “covering those losses with our love” motivated Charles’s art-making. Sidney, a
theater artist, recounts that his drive to work was a direct response to his diagnosis:
And the year that I spent by far the most money on developing the show, which was all
about a long-term future, was in 1995, which is the year that I was so sick. So that's what
I mean by energized. I just kept going as if I would have a longer life, even though I
didn't really believe I would.
Sidney’s experience highlights the productive and positive potential of creative production and
offers a clue as to sublimation’s place atop the hierarchy of defenses. The positive delusion it
enabled was helpful—even if he did not quite believe in it.
Survivor guilt. A theoretical examination of survivor guilt in Chapter Five will question
whether this construct is better understood as a defense mechanism of its own, but the distress
reported by the men who endorsed survivor guilt merits its classification within the phenomenon
“Moving Toward Grief.” Charles describes experiencing guilt “a lot,” and states that the emotion
is so unbearable that it drives him to fill his life with socializing in order to distract himself from
it. He describes his experience of guilt as follows:
I think about: Wow, how come I survived? And they didn’t? That's the part that gets me.
And it feels like guilt on my part because I was like, dang, these people were nicer than
me, you know what I mean? They were just great people.
Whereas Charles speaks of not deserving to outlive his peers, Robert pushed back against that
notion, calling survivor guilt “a useless emotion” that he only experienced before learning to
transform/sublimate it into advocacy and activism. He described realizing that he could help
others who are facing similar challenges as a certain kind of relief: “Aha! Oh, my God, I'm not
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alone.” Martin articulated it this way: “Well, it's just I have the opportunity [to live] and I need to
do something with it, make sure that I'm doing something with that opportunity.”
Michael expressed his survivor guilt as being tied to guilty feelings he has about having
been closeted during much of the AIDS crisis and largely cut off from a queer community:
There's probably a little guilt that so many people perished. And I was really not part of
that narrative and sidestepped it. A little survivor guilt alongside of, you know, not being
willing to be public, because I had other goals. Maybe that was a defense that, you know,
I just I didn't want to bear that. So, I don't know. I think it was a complicated affair, I
have to go probably before I do it, I'd have to sit with a therapist for a couple of sessions.
For Michael, guilt begets guilt, and serves as a reminder of grief that is still in need of being
worked through. He associated to a sense of indebtedness to the medical community:
Well, mostly I feel like I would say that I lack means by which to express my
gratitude…I mean, to God I have expressed it numerous times, but to the people who did
it, like, I kind of feel like I owe a debt of gratitude to researchers and doctors and to gay
people who bore this. I kind of, like, want an articulation of like, in a way, some kind of
reconciliation that, you know, it's okay that I survived.
Michael does not define what “this” signifies, with regards to the “gay people who bore this,” but
he ties his feeling of guilt to his alienation, at the time, from the people whose work—and
suffering—paved the way for his survival. Decades later, he feels a gnawing need for absolution.
Regularly accessing memories of the deceased. When asked, all of the participants were
able to speak in great personal detail about the individuals they lost. Two men reported typically
feeling cut off from those relationships and experiences, while the others reported thinking of
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them often. Daniel described himself as residing largely in the former group. Of our
conversation, he said:
Oh, I really enjoyed the questions, they made me actually think deep and hard. I accessed
some feelings that I hadn’t accessed in a very long time, and so it's remarkable that I
could still do that. So that was that was pretty cool, you know.
Others, however, report accessing feelings and memories regularly, especially through dreams,
as for Jamie, and through images for some of the others. Edward, a Black man in his late 50s,
who moments earlier had said “I don’t think about [the past] a lot. Only from time to time I think
about it,” mentioned, almost as an aside, that he “did date one guy.” He went on to say of this
“one guy” that he has “got a picture of him on my wall. On a wall in my bedroom…I have a
picture of him on my wall.” Edward’s initial reluctance to mention him followed by repetition
feels significant, suggesting a sense of bashfulness over the significance this man has in his life.
He states: “I sometimes just look at him. I really loved him. Oh, I loved him so much…he was
perfection personified for me. I didn't think that a person like that could exist.” Peter, who
reported thinking about the past “every day” showed me sculptural portraits of deceased lovers,
which he keeps in his apartment. “They’re here with me,” he said of those men.
Experiencing losses as reminders of one’s own mortality. A theme that explicitly arose
in five of the ten interviews was the extent to which others’ deaths served as harbingers of their
own. Furthermore, they drew a connection between that reminder and their difficulties a)
maintaining close connections with friends and community members, and b) emotionally
tolerating their losses. Robin, who later became a community health advocate, reports that with
his diagnosis he began feeling less connected to the community: “I think I was just more caught
up in my own caring for friends and—and you know, I don't think I did a whole lot of activism
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as much. I was scared, too. I was frightened [of] getting sick. This diagnosis.” The experience of
caregiving as a predominant memory during the AIDS crisis came up repeatedly in the
interviews. Many participants also reflected on the relentlessness of loss. As Robin put it: “Every
week in the newspaper, you would see, like, you know, 10 or 15 new people who died, in the gay
newspaper.” He described his experience of a funeral as follows:
I wasn't so sad that I lost this dear, kind, sweet person…he sort of just symbolized this
loss, for me, of my own impending loss. Like, oh, this might be my road, too. I might get
sick and die, and I remember crying at his funeral and being very sad.
Sidney describes this same phenomenon but from the perspective of the one who feels
unsupported:
You know, my gay male friends, some of them were amazing and then others really
could not handle it because it was too terrifying for them. You know, it was just too—
they were too afraid for their own future.
The feeling that the losses were striking too close to home to properly support loved ones and
also go through one’s own mourning process was particularly salient for Sidney:
It was almost impossible. And that is to me one of the great, um, it's the hardest thing of
the epidemic. It's impossible for someone who also has HIV/AIDS, because what would
happen is the moment I would start to mourn, an enormous amount of fear would come
up for my own future. And the fear, you know, the survival instinct is so great. And the
fear would trump, would just blow the mourning away. It just, so I don't actually feel like
I ever really properly did [mourn] because there was no real--I couldn't, I couldn't do it. It
just, you know, I would, it would happen. Grief would come up, but it would be so shortlived because immediately it'd be like, That's going to be you soon, you know.
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All of these men are describing the profound interpsychic cost of the experience of loss: that not
only were they grieving the loss of the other but anticipating the loss of the self. Sidney spoke for
half of the men who similarly spoke of mourning feeling “almost impossible,” too readily
eclipsed by their own fears of death.
Relating to the Pre-AIDS Past
Nostalgic orientation. This study initially conceived of nostalgia as a theme within the
phenomenon of mourning, but that formulation rested on a certain hypothesis that did not bear
out in the interviews. Nostalgia for the period immediately prior to the AIDS crisis was initially
hypothesized as being predictive of participants’ capacity to mourn and/or their current
psychological health. The presence of nostalgia was thought to predict an individual who
struggles to tolerate loss, whereas the absence of nostalgia was thought to signal an individual
who can grapple with the difficult emotions incumbent in loss and minority stress. The
interviews suggested, however, that there were no clear relationships to be observed between
these emotions for these men, and the phenomenon was reconsidered as being independent of
mourning as well as current psychological health.
In all, the hypothesis that nostalgia would be predictive of current psychological health
was flatly disproven by the interviews, which underlined the idiosyncratic complexity of these
issues for each participant. Edward, a Black man in his late 50s whose affect and description of
his current emotional state conveys depression, deftly conveyed multiplicity when asked for five
words to describe the past: “Exciting. Disappointing. Unfulfilling. Intriguing. Educational.” He
declined to speak in depth about his experiences mourning, other than having attended the
funeral of a former boyfriend whose photograph he displays in his home. He described his
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response to grief as entailing turning to activism, which in his description may be understood as
a manic defense:
Well, I just decided to do more work and get more involved, educate myself. Go to
presentations, volunteer. That's how I dealt with it. I tried to turn my pain into something
positive that would help people.
Edward described attending the funeral service of a loved one, and shared that despite
thinking about the past “only from time to time,” he keeps a photograph of a former boyfriend on
his wall. The contradiction between what his behavior suggests about the importance of the past
to him and his report of thinking about it only occasionally suggests a lack of resolution.
Negative feelings about the pre-HIV era. Michael, who elsewhere in the interview
describes feeling persistently unresolved about salient elements of his identity and who struggles
with his decision to remain publicly silent about his positive serostatus, explicitly forswore
nostalgia, and primarily described his pre-HIV gay life as a negative experience:
And because I, you know, I so lived it and because, you know, people really did die, so I
don't, I can't say that I yearn for that time again. No, I don't. I really don't. I don't.
His clarity of mind about not missing the past speaks to his feelings of alienation from the sexual
promiscuity of gay culture prior to his seroconversion, his closetedness at the time, and his
desire, then, for a meaningful relationship. Daniel, who is currently active in community support
groups and finds great meaning in helping others with HIV/AIDS, similarly spoke primarily in
negative terms about the period before the AIDS crisis:
Yeah, so there was there was also loneliness in, I think, and that was at a time in my life
where I was looking for this kind of intimacy which was more than just sexual, but I
think…a lot of gay men I realized, get those things confused. And I know I sure did.
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The loneliness that Daniel described came from wanting more emotional intimacy and
commitment than his lover at the time thought possible for two gay men, but which he has since
achieved.
Feeling positively toward the past. The participants who spoke most positively about
the period before their loved ones got sick were primarily those who most enjoyed the sexual
freedoms of the era. One described the gay bathhouses and bars as “celebrations.” Another said
of the baths, “there were some, quite frankly, there were some gorgeous men in there, just
gorgeous. So, yeah, it was like a fantasy pretty much.” A couple of the participants shared only
positive memories of the era. When asked to choose three words that came to mind, Charles said:
Exciting. Fun. It was amazing, memorable…It’s something that you just don't want to
walk away from…And then the one thing, the remarkable thing about the gay life is that
you were part of a family. We were sort of like a family. White, Black. We were part of a
family. So when I was back there in the younger days…and just going to different clubs
and stuff, like this was really exciting because we can dance to it…And then Diana Ross
was hitting the fields with “I’m coming out, I want the world to know”…So it was really,
really nice. It was really, really nice. We can just let our hair down and be who we are.
Don't have to worry about anything. But there, we really knew there were a lot of
discrimination stuff out there, but the kids were actually working on this.
The halcyon vision painted by Charles, replete with disco soundtrack, is suggestive of freedom
of expression and racial harmony. His ecstatic description was later belied by his own anecdotes
that suggested emotional distance between friends, particularly evinced by learning only after the
fact that an ostensibly close friend had died of AIDS—having not even known that the friend had
been HIV-positive. In addition, he later disclosed his own reluctance, as a Black man, to have
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sex with White men, speaking to the broader racial divisions within the community that other
Black participants also described.
Some participants expressed both positive and negative emotions about the past,
suggesting a capacity for ambivalence characteristic of psychological health. When asked about
that era, Robin’s positive memories were quickly overshadowed by the negative:
I feel like I'm at a point now where I can start to remember parts of my past and I say
that—I want to say—I want to wrap them in sort of soft and lovely paper or blankets and
just kind of had to carry them as memories. They're very rich, but, you know, it's painful.
Some of it's really painful, some of it's wonderful and having an amazing life and, um,
yes, I wish none of it, a lot of it, had not happened the way it did. I never felt like it was a
gift like, oh, this is a gift. Like some people say that, you know, HIV is a gift or AIDS. It
was a gift to us in that made you appreciate things in a different way. I, I would be like,
‘Great, well can I return it after? You know, maybe someone else would like it.’
Robin’s dueling urges, between wrapping up his memories in “lovely paper”, on the one hand,
and returning the gift, on the other, expresses his ambivalent relationship to the past.
Peter shared predominately nostalgic feelings about his life as a gay man before AIDS,
but spoke about them with self-awareness. For him, nostalgia was not an obstruction to grappling
with the past, nor a resting point in his orientation toward, but just one dynamic feeling in a wide
range of emotional experiences. The emotional complexity and yearning he described lent me the
title for this study.
I'm nostalgic for a time of my life when I knew these marvelous people…I'm nostalgic
for being able to go to the St. Marks Baths and have wonderful, unworried, ecstatic sex
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with extraordinary looking men and, oh, but it's, you know. It's—this is what getting
older is, you know. This is what surviving is.
Though he revels in memories of sexual abundance, he also remains grounded in the reality of
normative aging and demonstrated a rich emotional range with regards to grief and longing. He
described painful losses as well as joyful elements of his current life, including fulfilling
friendships, romantic partnership, and artistic creation and appreciation.
Posttraumatic growth. The traumas participants recounted included both grappling with
their own diagnoses as well as suffering the losses of loved ones and feeling victim to societal
neglect and disparagement. One of the aims of this study is to examine the extent to which the
men consider themselves to have experienced positive psychological gains in the domains
typically associated with PTG, and furthermore, to consider the possible limitations of selfreported growth. Despite the heavy emotional costs, all of the men indeed described significant
personal growth across each of Milam’s (2006) domains outlined above, which they attribute to
the difficulties they experienced. For some men, HIV/AIDS became a meaningful identity. For
others, the experience catalyzed changes that became so central to their lives that they cannot
imagine who they would otherwise be. Michael reflects:
I am pleased with the way my life turned out. In other words, in a certain way, it kind of,
the diagnosis made me, I would say. I've never put words to this, but I would say that it
had a clarifying effect, that I guess I kind of felt like, okay, so the rest of my life after this
is going to be dedicated because I'm on borrowed time, and I would say for a reason. And
so, get to work.
Michael attributes so much of his current life direction to his diagnosis as to say that it “made”
him. Sidney similarly underlines how inseparable his experience with HIV/AIDS is from his
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broader identity: “It wasn't a detour; it was the path. It completely was the path. It just was.
There's no question about it.”
Participants who struggled with substance use prior to testing positive recounted initially
increasing their usage but then committing to cutting back or quitting altogether. Two of these
men described their serostatus as what ultimately catalyzed their motivations to change. Robert
said:
It was all of these people who were positive, who were living life still, even though there
was death around us and I was watching this and, you know, friends who made me decide
it was time to get sober. It was like: Look, you can either die in the gutter or you can
continue living, being a person, living with HIV…It was an odd concept back then before
protease inhibitors. Nobody that was, it was like so foreign a thought. But like my mentor
said, you could be the one who sets that, you know, you could. And so I got sober. I got a
job. I mean everything in my life, I attribute to—everything in my life, I attribute to my
HIV diagnosis. I got married, I had stepkids, I had a grandchild. I went traveling. I did—
all of that would not have happened if I hadn't tested positive.
This man’s attribution of positive change to his diagnosis was all the more striking given its
historical context. The notion that HIV/AIDS could lead to positive long-term change was a
particularly “foreign” thought when newspapers were daily printing obituaries of acquaintances
and friends. But this man’s social context, particularly of HIV-positive individuals who were
themselves “living life still” offered him the example he needed to make the chances he needed.
Daniel, who developed a severe substance use disorder, recalls drawing on the loss and
trauma he experienced due to HIV/AIDS as fueling his successful struggle toward sobriety:
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After the AIDS crisis, I feel resilient…I didn't become a victim. I chose to be a survivor.
And so, and I also use that same model with my substance use. I said, okay, I could
choose to become a victim or I could choose to be a survivor. A survivor is different. A
victim is like, ‘There's nothing I can do about it,’ and you sort of give up. But a survivor,
you have to rely on resilience. You have to rely on some sort of strength. I think
somehow surviving the AIDS epidemic, maybe on a subconscious level, I had to access
some sort of resilience, some sort of inner strength somehow to get me through that, to
survive it emotionally. Because I think that was the harder task. And I incorporated the
same strategies in dealing with substance use.
The themes of resilience and survivorship versus victimization come up here. This man
understands the resilience he accessed in overcoming his substance use as coming directly from
the “inner strength” that was bolstered by weathering the AIDS epidemic.
Alternatively, Robin, who spoke of benefits that emerged from his illness explicitly
highlighted the distinction between consolatory benefits and posttraumatic growth. Part of the
benefits he gained are thanks to the freedom afforded to him by receiving disability payments:
“Without calling it a gift, I do feel like it's kind of made me appreciate friendships and love and
um, the moment, the present time more. I feel like I got a twenty-year vacation from work.” He
went on to say, however, that despite the financial freedom afforded him, he felt ashamed about
not working and “was never comfortable with it.” Ultimately, “it was really important to actually
go back to work, like that I got to do that was a huge gift for me.” Robin’s pleasure at returning
to work underlines the extent to which he experiences his illness as primarily a setback, despite
his relief at being able to survive without working.
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CHAPTER 5: DISCUSSION
Reflection
This study was designed to shed light on experiences of grief, mourning, and
posttraumatic growth among gay men who are long-term HIV/AIDS survivors. It was
hypothesized that common themes would emerge regarding the extent to which participants
mourned their past losses, the ways they currently reflect on their past experiences, and their
current psychological wellbeing. A wide range of experiences of grief and mourning were
reported, which point to differences in defensive styles and ranged from complete avoidance to
elaborate memorializing rituals.
While it was hypothesized that men who were able to countenance their traumas and
losses most directly, without resorting to primitive, rigid, or distorting defenses, would offer the
most evidence of psychological health, that did not prove to be the case. Rather, the participants
whose defenses remained largely on the neurotic level made no greater impression of
psychological health than those men who reported a greater range of defensive styles, from the
most primitive to the more sophisticated. Finally, it was hypothesized that posttraumatic growth
would be an operative construct in participants’ self-understanding, yet one that would be
difficult to evaluate through the retrospective self-report research method. Both of these final
hypotheses were supported by the data.
The ten men who took part in this study came from a variety of racial, ethnic, religious,
and socioeconomic backgrounds, and described a wide variety of past and current behaviors and
emotional responses to both their losses and their diagnoses. This study expands what the
existing body of psychological research addresses about gay men who are long-term HIV/AIDS
survivors, and offers firsthand reflections on their struggles, their triumphs, and the pain they
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carry with them decades after testing positive in an era of bleak prognosis and widespread loss.
Their emotional processes of loss and mourning contain elements that are both universal to the
human experience and those which are colored by the unique specificity of this demographic.
The interviews delved into topics including sexual identity development, grief,
community connections, orientations toward the past, and disease progression. The conversations
were often very emotional, with participants recounting difficult life experiences, many of which
they reported seldom speaking or even thinking about in recent years. They painted moving
pictures of strengths and struggles both personal and collective and evinced a range of
psychological wellbeing. Even those whose emotional lives seemed most marked by struggle
offered a portrait of survival marked by spirit, depth, and humanity.
Their willingness to speak to a stranger about some of their most intimate losses—of
aspects of self, of safety, of loved ones—speaks to their hunger to be seen and their sense of
communal obligation to represent the experiences of others like them, rooted in a feeling of
being part of a larger whole. It was my honor to bear witness to their reflections during the
interviews and to present them here as exemplars of the human capacity for connection, growth,
and meaning-making in the wake of even the most crushing losses.
I was struck by the central role that connections with LGBTQ others played in their
journeys. A wide range of feelings were shared with regards to how these men regarded the
broader gay community at various points in their lives, up to the present. But even Edward, who
experienced a series of racist interactions in organized LGBTQ spaces, continued to seek out
opportunities to connect with peers and support his community through activism, education, and
direct care. Similarly, Michael’s ambivalence was expressed through simultaneously criticizing
the organized gay community while extolling certain benefits he reaped from his participation.
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Peter recounted a friendship so close that he absorbed his friend’s mother’s wish for her dying
son to end his (and her) misery. Their pursuit of connections both platonic and sexual points to
an almost kinetic sense of community cohesiveness—an encouraging and hopeful sign of vitality
in a community perennially under attack in the U.S. and abroad.
I felt similarly moved by the role that creative expression played in so many of the men’s
lives. In the context of defense analysis, I primarily discuss this pursuit in terms of sublimation
and consider two very different perspectives thereon: sublimation as a sign of psychological
health and sublimation as a sign of societal illness. Both offer valuable perspectives on these
men’s struggles for dignity, freedom, and their very lives in a hostile and homophobic society.
While a focus on individual health at the expense of societal critique would be a shamefully
myopic stance, the participants’ continual recommitment to channel their experiences into art,
writing, and activism testifies to a sense of self and a commitment to bettering their communities
that I found inspiring.
Also of interest throughout the interviews were the various defenses and coping
mechanisms they employed, both in the past and current behaviors they explicitly reported and
as evidenced in the interviews. I came to understand these strategies, both conscious and
unconscious, verbal and not, through two distinct lenses: those defenses that are forms of moving
toward grief, and those that are ways of moving away from it. This taxonomy is rooted in
participants’ descriptions of behaviors that helped increase their tolerance for pain and loss
versus those that set them further back on the path. In all, these findings delve beneath the
quantitative psychological research on this population and offer a more textured portrait of life’s
triumphs and struggles among gay men who are long-term HIV/AIDS survivors.
Discussion of Themes
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Moving across the spectrum of defense mechanisms. Of great interest in all of the
interviews was the way in which discussion about the themes that were explicitly inquired about,
such as experiences of loss and mourning, gave rise to an unanticipated motif which became so
salient throughout the interviews as to announce itself as a topic central to this analysis and the
organization of the previous chapter: participants’ defensive styles and ego development. This
data came through both the verbal and nonverbal communications of the interviews.
Many participants recognize, in retrospect, the ways that denial and avoidance initially
reduced their perceptions of both external threats (e.g., the infectiousness of HIV) and internal
ones (e.g., the likelihood that they had already been infected; fears about mortality). Considering
their personal reflections through the lens of psychoanalytic debates about the nature of the
defenses elucidates aspects of both the interviews and the theory itself. In Anna Freud’s early
formulation, “one and the same ego can have at its disposal only a limited number of possible
means of defense. At particular periods in life and according to its own specific structure, the
individual ego selects now one defensive method, now another” (Freud, 1936, p. 32). Later
models, like Vaillant’s (1976), schematized a hierarchy of defenses. Most theorists view defense
mechanisms as being developmental and consistent across life domains at any given time
(Cramer, 1987; Freud, 1936). Cramer conceptualized a developmentally normal sequence in the
emergence of defense mechanisms, in which different defenses appear at different periods of
development and are typical for that period, and are “considered to be ‘immature,’ as, for
example, in the case of the use of denial by adults” when they are used “beyond the time that
they are developmentally appropriate” (Cramer, 1999).
This view of defense maturity, however, is hard to reconcile with definitions of
psychological health that involve the capacity to tolerate a wide range of affect. As informed by
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this study, my own perspective on psychological wellbeing follows Shedler’s (2010),
maintaining that it entails “the positive presence of inner capacities and resources that allow
people to live life with a greater sense of freedom and possibility.” The breadth facilitated by
such inner capacities allows the individual to experience what Jurist (2018) calls, in considering
the role of emotional self-awareness to psychological wellbeing, the “wide palette of emotions.”
The findings of this study refine that perspective to suggest that underlying that wide palette of
emotions is a wide range of defenses.
A few mutually compatible theoretical frameworks support this finding. Many of the
interviews lend credence to Frosch’s now axiomatic observation (1983) that even an individual
whose personality organization is broadly neurotic can regress to more primitive defenses
depending on the level of anxiety. This observation is premised on the Kleinian notion of the
depressive versus paranoid/schizoid positions, which stands in opposition to Anna Freud’s
developmental “stage” model of emotional development. As outlined by Klein, the depressive
position is arrived at through mourning and loss, and is aspired to, and only fleetingly attained,
all of one’s life. Initially, this position is achieved through mourning the separation of the self
from the mother and the attendant acceptance of the vulnerability of the self that is severed from
the omnipotent mother. It follows that the goal of psychoanalysis, for Klein, is to increase
tolerance for the depressive position and to remain in it more securely, despite occasional lapses
into more primitive states of projection and denial (Klein, 1946), and the omnipresence of what
Loewald calls “the psychotic core” (2000). Building on Freud, Loewald’s (1991) emphasis on
mourning in ego and superego formation similarly points to the foundational role of loss and
internalization in psychological health and illness. Every subsequent loss recapitulates and tests
the resolution of loss at the heart of the Oedipal crisis and presents a new opportunity for
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internalization as a part of healthy mourning. In Erikson’s conception, the crisis of basic trust
characteristic of late infancy “normally express itself in our dependencies and nostalgias, in our
all too hopeful and all too hopeless states” (Erikson, 1980, pp. 62-63). The particular situation
facing the population of interest to this study, who dealt with societal rejection on top of an
onslaught of external and internal losses, calls upon Kleinian object relations theory for
understanding their current and past states of psychological wellbeing. In his study and memoir
about HIV-negative gay men during the height of the AIDS crisis, clinical psychologist Walt
Odets reflects movingly on how the universal dynamics of developmentally formative loss and
individuation are inflamed by the “unusual level and frequency of sadness, nostalgia, and
longing” among the gay men he has treated, which he links to the types of negative experiences
also described by the participants of this study, including experiences of rejection and
marginalization arising in adolescence and in the coming out process. The Kleinian notion of
mourning as the vehicle toward psychological wellbeing is lent poignant specificity in this
context.
The findings of this study also invite the metaphor of the spectrum in assessing
psychological health, bringing together Shedler’s notion of psychological health with Klein’s
emphasis on defensive variability, suggesting that occasional lapses into primitive defenses are
not just acceptable in a healthy psyche but might even be constitutive of one. A few interviews in
particular highlight this phenomenon. Despite being globally capable of more sophisticated
defenses, Michael, the openly gay author and public speaker, minimizes just how unsettled and
threatened he feels at the prospect of coming out of the closet about his serostatus. The notion of
revealing his HIV positivity is anxiety-inducing enough that he has not done so despite a long
career of publicly grappling with his sexuality.
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Echoes of formative experiences of sexual identity development can be heard in his
current struggles. Describing his childhood experience of his sexuality as being unknowable and
frightening, he says: “I would say that from a young age I felt that there was something about me
that was dangerous, that the world couldn't know.” Similarly, in adulthood, he remains publicly
closeted about his serostatus, and stated that the possibility of coming out about it “probably
[merits meeting] with a therapist for a couple of sessions.” He links his current closeted status to
that of his past, saying, “Being gay is a good training for being able to function in a context of
denial. [Being HIV-positive] complicates my ability to give hope to people. My aim was to tell
young gay folks that, you know, it would turn out okay. And I think for a long time, I feared that
this would be—I would look not so credible.” The “training” Michael describes acquiring from
being closeted about his sexuality points to how relevant early experiences can be in the lives of
this population. As an adult, he in some ways seems a paragon of healthy coping and
sublimation. He is a published author and activist who is deeply committed to his community
and generously shares his life experiences to help others. But even in his own telling, echoes of
Michael’s childhood anxieties continue to elicit very similar defenses. He hedges and minimizes
when mentioning the potential value of seeking out psychotherapy, saying he would “probably”
benefit from “a couple” sessions. This persistent and somewhat paradoxical nature of defensive
styles was seen throughout the interviews and will be a focus of this discussion.
Another participant similarly employs a range of defense mechanisms up and down the
levels of the hierarchy. Despite growing up in a city known for its progressive activism, in his
adolescence Robert was nonetheless repeatedly victimized by homophobic violence. He turned
early to substances and developed an alcohol use disorder, the roots of which he locates in the
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homophobia he experienced as a young person, as well as the pain of diagnosis amid
accumulated losses:
You know, a lot of self-loathing… back then, there was a lot of self-loathing among gay
men, you know, because of the messages being given by society that it was bad, it was
evil, it was unnatural. It was whatever. So, yeah, that's where a lot of that drinking came
from and a lot of it. And then the diagnosis, which just like to numb the pain, to numb the
reality that, oh my God, I've gotten this death sentence. And what did I do to deserve
this? You know. And again, watching all my friends die. Yeah, I mean, just left and right
so quickly.
The turn to substances to “numb the pain” illustrates the prominence of avoidance in Robert’s
defensive repertoire. Earlier, however, Robert spoke of a sublimatory behavior of channeling
shame and pain into political activism. Notably, he spoke of activism in the first several minutes
of the interview, and disclosed his use of more primitive defenses only in the second half hour,
perhaps only after feeling more comfortable with the interviewer. When asked early in the
interview how he coped with the physical and emotional violence he endured, he responded:
Fortunately, growing up in the city, I learned to direct that towards activism and, you
know, I had friends, I had peers, I had mentors, yeah, at least for a short period of time
before they started dying that showed me how to direct that energy. I mean, sure, some of
it was directed internally as to ‘Why, why, why do they hate me? Because of who I am.’
And I think that's true of every teenager though. They go through that, that period of
awkwardness and self-doubt and trying to figure out who they are and discovering that
the world isn't accepting.
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The range of defenses undergirding Robert’s behavior, from escapist substance use to
sublimatory activism, underlines the importance of considering the spectrum of capacities in
evaluating defensive style. This variation is instructive for what it elucidates about the burden of
carrying years of accumulated trauma and how misleading a snapshot can be: while outward
signs may point to a well-adjusted, thriving, socially engaged individual, more hidden behaviors
and emotional processes can reveal active pain which is having deleterious effects; the inverse
can also be true.
The limitations of analyzing emotional experience through outwardly observable and
communicable behavior is also evident in Jamie’s sexual recklessness post-seroconversion, as
quoted earlier. His vacillation between compulsive sex, which seemed illustrative of a manic
flight into action, and suicidality (“let’s just get infected a hundred times so I could be able to
die”) is simultaneously murderous and suicidal. The behavior is in accordance with a theoretical
orientation toward suicidality that links it to a personality style characterized by immature
defenses, namely acting out and projection (Corruble, et al., 2004; Mulder, et al, 1999). In this
view, suicidality represents a failure to bear the grief.
The role of sublimation in internalization. One of the most persistent themes that arose
in the interviews was the difficulty of tolerating grief when others’ deaths reminded the men of
their own grim prognoses. Interviews excerpted in the previous chapter which emphasized this
association underlined the extent to which even the death of a “dear, kind, sweet person…just
symbolized this loss, for me, of my own impending loss. Like, oh, this might be my road, too. I
might get sick and die.” Another participant went so far as to claim “It's impossible for someone
who also has HIV/AIDS [to mourn], because what would happen is the moment I would start to
mourn, an enormous amount of fear would come up for my own future.”
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Loewald’s consideration of the work of mourning is reflected in these participants’ past
difficulties holding their grief and anxiety long enough to internalize their lost objects: “The
unconscious and conscious experiences of threats to one’s own existence as an individual,
heightened by the increasing awareness of one’s own eventual death, is, I believe, intimately
connected with the phenomenon of internalization” (2007). The men defended against these
threats in ways ranging from denial and minimization to severe substance use, which constitutes
the type of external substitution Loewald theorizes:
Loss of a love object does not necessarily lead to mourning and internalization. The
object lost by separation or death may not be mourned, but either the existence or the loss
of the object may be denied. Such denial is the opposite of mourning. Instead of
internalizing the relationship, external substitutions may be sought. (Loewald, 1994, p.
127)
The preponderance of methods participants used to facilitate avoidance underlines the extent to
which mourning is emotional labor and, as such, is worthy of being defended against. The
persistent avoidance of mourning prevents the stable internalization of these losses, whether
external losses such as the deceased individuals or internal ones, including the lost expectation of
continued health and vitality incumbent in one’s own seroconversion.
Striking in these interviews was how linked internalization and externalization of loss
was for the men, and the feedback loop between meaningful externalization, as through
memorialization, and internalization. Charles, one of the participants who for years struggled
with substance use, recalled:
There was a lot of losses. It was not just people that I lost, it was just loss of my life in
terms of my ability to do whatever I really wanted to do, my loss of not finishing, getting
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my college degree. I went to college, but I didn't finish, you know, just some number of
things, you know. And so, when I wanted to get high, it was just actually removing, I
guess, a stress that was had, that I don't have anymore.
When asked how he and his friends coped with that type of pain, he immediately associated to
their joint creative endeavor:
We were all actually working on the AIDS Quilt in all our different states and cities and
stuff. We were actually all—just missed people, wanted to get those people's names out
there on the quilt and that that's what we, the HIVers, were actually doing. We were
actually trying to create a memorial. And to cover those losses with our losses and our
love. So that's with the big quilt was all designed for and everything like that. So that's
where we display what feelings we had.
While the pain of his losses was at times so intolerable as to trigger the urge to get high, working
on the AIDS Quilt not only facilitated connection between geographically disparate friends, but
offered a vehicle for expanding their tolerance for grieving their losses and ultimately
internalizing them. Far from “removing” himself from the trauma, working on the quilt allowed
Charles to sublimate that pain into direct engagement, “covering those losses with love.” While
Young (1993) cautioned about memorialization that “the more memory comes to rest in its
exteriorized forms, the less it is experienced internally…For once we assign monumental form to
memory, we have to some degree divested ourselves of the obligation to remember,” perhaps it
is the very transience of the AIDS Quilt display that best speaks to the anxiety about forgetting.
The transient nature of the AIDS Quilt underlines not the final fruition of the effort, but the
constant emotional labor entailed in remembering the lost.
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The AIDS Quilt is just one example of the type of creative productions undertaken by the
men I interviewed. Art was not hypothesized as being a central facet of life for these participants,
but it emerged repeatedly throughout the interviews as a conscious coping mechanism, a prosocial community activity, and as seen above, a mechanism for the internalization of loss. (As
will be explored below in “Limitations of this Study,” volunteering to participate in a study such
as this might have also skewed the sample toward men who seek creative/intellectual
sublimation.) Each participant exhibited a high capacity for ongoing sublimation despite the
extreme hardships of minority stress, extreme loss, and medical trauma. In addition, many
continually sought out opportunities for artistic production, suggesting an essential, drive-level
role for sublimatory activity. The men’s libidinal orientation toward creativity gives form to
Freud’s claim that the purpose of the “libidinal, sexual, or life instincts…would be to form living
substance into ever greater unities, so that life may be prolonged and brought to higher
development” (Freud, 1923/2001, p. 258). From choir members and theater directors to writers
and fashion designers, the men who participated in this study were unrelenting in their pursuit of
diverse creative outlets. Even when the individual ego is functioning at a more primitive level, as
some of these men had experienced for prolonged periods and to which they occasionally
relapse, the preponderance of creative activities described in these men’s gay communities is
itself conducive to both working through trauma and forming meaningful social connections. In
this way, we see how art-making can become a habit, a social norm that does not require a high
burden of individual inspiration or defensive functioning.
Adorno’s critique of Freudian sublimation offers a bleaker interpretation of these men’s
turn to art and activism and a warning against overly prizing that move. For Adorno, sublimation
places an unfair and unrealistic burden on the individual who is caught in the grip of impossible
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conflicts: “In an irrational society…the ego is necessarily burdened with psychic tasks that are
irreconcilable with the psychoanalytic conception of the ego” (Adorno, 1968, p. 87). In this
view, the individual who retreats from sociopolitical reality into the private realm suffers from
the displacement of the “irreconcilable conflicts of the world” (Whitebook, 2006) without the
resources to resolve them. Wojnarowicz’s art and writing excerpted at this dissertation’s opening
would be read in this light not as an admirable sign of psychological health, laudable in his
capacity for self-expression and rage-channeling, but as a cry for help as much from a sick
society as from the individual within it. Interpreting it as anything else would risk a
sentimentalization that neuters any critique of the very material reality, moral hypocrisy, and
state-sanctioned violence and neglect that Wojnarowicz was critiquing. This analysis is worth
considering as an admonition to the romanticizing observer.
The role of nostalgia. While the question of how the participants relate to their past
traumas was a key question of the study, the variation in how they relate to past joys turned out
to be more prominent than expected. The role of nostalgia for queer life in the period
immediately preceding the AIDS crisis was not fully theorized prior to launching the study. To
the extent that it was considered, nostalgia was assumed to be predictive of participants’
compromised capacities to mourn and to negatively correlate with their current psychological
health. By the same token, anti-nostalgia was assumed to be a healthier emotional orientation.
However, the role of nostalgia in participants’ orientations to the past did not appear to predict
psychological wellbeing. Similar to the way defensive flexibility seemed to underly the men’s
psychological health, so too does the extent to which participants looked nostalgically at the past.
The assumption that nostalgia would predict difficulty mourning was no doubt influenced
by decades of literature critiquing the practice of nostalgia across academic disciplines as being
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“apolitical, regressive, reactionary, and ahistorical” (Hilderbrand, 2006, p. 307). (See Cifor, 2017
for review.) The interviews instead suggest that while a fixed nostalgic orientation toward the
past may indeed be questionable, nostalgia may be better seen as a point on a spectrum of feeling
for the past. As such, it does not itself seem to predict mental health or illness, but rather, as with
defensive styles and emotional experience, flexibility across the spectrum is itself more
indicative of wellbeing.
No longer considered a variant of depression, as it was in early medical and
psychological literature, nostalgia is now understood as having both normal and pathological
variations. As a coping mechanism, such an orientation allows the subject to accept the
impossibility of returning to the past while joyfully re-experiencing pleasant times and places
(Conceicao, 2017; Kaplan, 1987). In her influential treatment of the topic, The Future of
Nostalgia, Svetlana Boym emphasizes the collective nature of nostalgia as a memory process,
writing, “Unlike melancholia, which confines itself to the planes of individual consciousness,
nostalgia is about the relationship between individual biography and the biography of groups or
nations, between personal and collective memory” (2001, p. xvi). Nostalgia is especially prone to
developing following social upheaval (Davis, 1979), and as a way of remembering more pleasant
times and places, nostalgia can “provide a temporary sense of security as a defense against
annihilation” (Conceicao, 2017). The participants in this study who exhibited nostalgic
relationships to what they characterized as the prelapsarian past personified Conceicao’s
summary of the literature on the psychological benefits of nostalgia: they spoke of the past with
“expansive states of mind, an uplifting mood, heightened self-esteem, feelings of pleasure and
joy, etc.,” and they seem oriented toward personal growth, self-understanding and selfintegration. As Boym notes, and Benjamin’s reading of Klee’s “Angelus Novus” would support,
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“Nostalgia is not always about the past; it can be retrospective but also prospective” (2001, p.
xvi).
Within the context of psychological health, Peter exemplifies the dual
retrospective/prospective capacity Boym underlines, drawing a sense of self from the past while
expressing a stance toward the future. He says:
I'm nostalgic for a time when, of my life, when I knew these marvelous people…I'm
nostalgic for being able to go to the St. Marks Baths and have wonderful, unworried,
ecstatic sex with extraordinary looking men and, oh, but it's, you know. It's—this is what
getting older is, you know. This is what surviving is.
Earlier, he tied his yearning for past sexual riches with his disappointment about the present and
future directions of medical progress:
I realized long before that there was never going to be any research done that would help
gay men to have sex in the fun old ways we used to have. There was never going to be
research about this and that the likelihood of it in my lifetime, someone being able to
clear HIV was unlikely. So, I was very glad about the protease inhibitors, but it never felt
like that was the answer to me.
Peter’s wish for the future is that it be more grounded in the expansive sexual and social
freedoms of the past. Notably, he was one of the participants who made the most striking
impression of psychological health, his affect ranging from weeping over past losses and current
pains to waxing elegiac about the profundity of art and relationships. He was perhaps the most
consistently positive and nostalgic in how he spoke of the past. He also shared that he had
pursued and found great meaning in long-term psychoanalysis.
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For Daniel, recovery from his substance use disorder came with a transformation from
melancholically yearning for the past to drawing on the depth he experienced to move more
positively toward the future. His trajectory from the defensive avoidance inherent in his
substance use to being better able to tolerate and engage with the losses of the past highlights the
Kleinian perspective of mourning as a vehicle to arriving at the depressive position. Daniel was
striking among the participants for his commitment to making meaning of his experiences
through connecting with gay men in his community who are struggling, whether with substance
use or other aspects of mental health and identity. In openly sharing his ongoing emotional
struggles, he evinced a capacity for emotion tolerance and reflection characteristic of
psychological health:
When I was stuck living in regrets of the past, I think I was stuck in that wishing for the
old days or I was always imagining events that didn't go my way, and I would imagine, I
would kind of fantasize about going back in time, like in a time machine and making a
different choice and living happily ever after with the most perfect man in the world. I
was really, I was stuck on that to the point where it was causing me a lot of heartache.
And so now I think about those times, I mean, I know some guys cannot look at pictures
of themselves when they were younger. And, like, oh wow, that's kind of sad, but I could.
And so, I look at my picture of myself or I look at my friends and I remember the event
or the good times we had. And I suppose that's all they are. They're just memories. And
so, I'm not stuck on, ‘Oh, I wish I could do that again,’ or ‘I wish I could look like that
again.’ And yeah, I'm resigned to the fact that I've run the fastest race I've ever going to
run. I'm never going to be able to do spin moves like I did back when I was twenty-two.
But that's okay.
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Daniel describes a shift in which he moved from fantasizing “about going back in time, like in a
time machine,” to appreciating that his memories are past, and feeling that “that’s okay.” He later
described a link to feeling “relevant” through his recent connections with younger queers in
organized groups. What he had experienced as an unhealthy, nostalgic attachment to the past was
coterminous with his substance use, and his recovery fueled and was fueled by a changed
relationship with his memories. In his estimation, developing a more positive orientation toward
the present and the future allowed Daniel a less melancholic attachment to the past.
Defense mechanisms versus coping mechanisms. Clearly distinguishing between
defense mechanisms and coping mechanisms also helps elucidate the dynamics underlying the
defensive range the men exhibited. As delineated by Cramer, the difference between the two is
that the latter involve a “conscious, purposeful effort,” while defense mechanisms are “processes
that occur without conscious effort and without conscious awareness” (Cramer, 1998a). The
distinction helps elucidate why Robert, as quoted above, simultaneously reported active
“numbing” substance use as well as acts of creative expression and community involvement
which on the face of it seem to be expressions of a healthy defensive style.
Apparent discrepancies in the sophistication of an individual’s defense mechanisms may
suggest a conflation between conscious coping processes and unconscious processes of defense.
Edward—a participant with markedly depressed affect, described numerous current challenges,
including significant distress about his physical appearance due to long-term HIV/AIDS
complications such as wasting, persistent loneliness, a culture of sexual repression in his family
of origin, and accumulated emotional effects of decades of anti-Black overt and
microaggressions within the gay community—was not formally assessed for depression but
would likely meet criteria. A former child musician who ceased playing in early adulthood,
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Edward’s description of how he experienced the losses he endured in the early 1990s, when the
men in his largely Black gay community began dying, has marked strains of both denial and
flight into action:
Edward: That's when the things that were happening to the White guys started happening
to the Black guys, when every other week was a funeral, someone was dying.
Researcher: What was that like for you? Were you still expecting that you were going to
die from AIDS at that point?
Edward: No, because I had put it in the back of my mind at that point.
Researcher: And what was it like for you to be going to these funerals all the time?
Edward: It was sad. It was really sad. People who are with me at the club. Gone. It was
sad, it was really, really sad.
Researcher: How did you grieve these losses? Or did you grieve these losses?
Edward: Well, I just decided to do more work and get more involved, educate myself. Go
to presentations, volunteer. That's how I dealt with it. I tried to turn my pain into
something positive that would help people.
Edward describes a remarkable range in his responses to the relentlessness of death, from denial
of his prognosis (“I had put [my own mortality] in the back of my mind”) to recognizing that the
accumulating deaths were “really sad” to deciding to “do more work and get more involved” in
community organizing and activism. But what Edward describes as grieving—pouring himself
into community involvement—could be interpreted as something else. A positive psychology or
strengths-based approach (Csikszentmihalyi & Seligman, 2000) might emphasize his
resourcefulness and interpret the turn to activism as a form of sublimation and a conscious
coping mechanism. However, what he presents as an answer to the question about grieving in
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fact mirrors the historic action that he describes. Rather than grieving, Edward turned to
activism. And rather than answer the question, Edward recounts that move. In such a reading, the
behavior Edward recalls suggests a flight into action characteristic of a manic defense. This
reading, too, bears tempering: while the impulse to engage in activism may not itself be a sign of
psychological health, Edward reaped benefits from the activism itself: a social network, a feeling
of relevance and value, a sense of optimism and action against despair.
Friendship as a practice. In terms of social support and friendship, it was notable in
these interviews that the men who reported having had robust friendships and queer community
before they were decimated by the virus had them again decades later, even if only after
rebuilding. The AIDS crisis did not constitute a categorical change or loss as reported by
Rosenfeld, et al. (2011) and therefore predicted in this study—rather, these men found
themselves new friends and built themselves new networks, suggesting that what is protective is
an internal orientation toward forming these connections rather than the particular relationships
themselves. Edward stands out as a participant who, despite having connections to organized
queer communities, struggled to form close friendships. Calling upon Mclaren’s research on
social support in the lives of older gay men (2016), he cites loneliness as an enduring struggle. It
follows that Edward reported far fewer losses than many of the other men. Sidney, on the other
hand, recounted a far greater number of losses, but similarly reports numerous close friendships
that give him a sense of meaning and connection to this day. These divergent experiences
suggest that friendship is a practice as much as a description of a specific relationship.
Two of the participants reported relative isolation from queer community in the years
prior to and including the height of the AIDS crisis: Edward and Michael, both of whom boast a
remarkable capacity for sublimation and intellectual achievement. Michael had few meaningful
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friendships and sexual relationships with gay men throughout the 1980s and 1990s and remains
somewhat isolated from the queer world, despite now being married to another man. While he
attributes his current alienation from the gay world to being consumed with fatherhood (“I don’t
know if I’ve been to one gay bar in [my current city]”) he generalized based on his experience to
parenthood in general, saying: “When you have a child, you become very straight.” His failure to
acknowledge the existence of queer parenting communities and the geographic possibility of
being part of one seems notable, and is consistent with what he describes as a chosen alienation
from a gay community in the past. When asked if he ever felt envy or longing to be part of one,
he answered, “No, I felt actually sad for the men who were caught in it because it had an
addictive—addictive sides to it.” Whereas many of the men describe robust friendships and
transformative sexual experiences prior to and during the AIDS crisis, Michael had a different
perspective: “My experience was that the gay world was very, very empty and a list of sequential
conquests that go nowhere.”
Michael’s negative feelings about the queer community is strikingly redolent of
homophobic stereotypes, and may explain the comparatively small number of AIDS-related
losses he endorsed, similar to Edward who was equally isolated. At the same time, his
recollections feature a curious split, wherein queer community institutions featured prominently
and often positively in his interview despite his explicit disavowal, suggesting an internal
conflict between a priori judgment and the important role these institutions actually played in his
life and relationships. A local LGBTQ community center provided common ground for meeting
a coreligionist who became an important part of his self-representation if not his social life,
offering a foil for how he did and did not wish to live as a religious gay man who sought a more
integrated religious and sexual identity. He also spoke of regularly joining a group of gay men
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who would meet informally for non-sexual massage. Of that, he reflects, “I think that was one
experience that I would call a very gay experience that felt like it was on the edge of that kind of
orgiastic scenario, but very different from it.” While the experiences he described were certainly
different than the orgiastic scenarios of the bathhouses, Michael’s need to draw a distinction
points to his discomfort with identifying with the more licentious gay community practices even
though he valued experiences he recognizes as being somewhat similar. Unlike the other
participants, he spoke of mourning only with regards to his dashed dream of biological
fatherhood, a strikingly internal rather than social loss.
In addition, both men’s experiences illustrate the extent to which internalized
homophobia can isolate queers from each other, not just from their straight peers and families.
The combination of high sublimatory activity, formative experiences of communal homophobia,
and persistent strains of denial links these demographically divergent participants with each
other.
Calling to mind Wight et al’s construct of internalized gay ageism as a phenomenon of
self-devaluation (2015), Daniel speaks to the capacity to effect change in patterns of friendship
and community engagement through psychotherapy and personal growth. Asked whether the
generational differences he notices between himself and the younger men in his support group,
particularly around issues like pronouns and gender expression, lead to him struggling to feel
relevant in his community, Daniel says:
I did before I went into recovery, you know. Now I feel very relevant. I felt more
invisible when I was in my 20s. Because I was still closeted. I was still unsure of myself.
Still very insecure. I feel much more visible now. And I feel relevant because, you know,
when I show up at these support groups or even outside of support group, I have no
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problem talking to younger queer people […] I took some of my older friends, you know,
it's like, you know, ‘Don't be so down on millennials, because that's the vibe you give off.
Why would they want to approach you?’ I just don't—look at your own attitudes, because
I don't, I don't go there. I don't put them down. You know, I think they're interesting.
Daniel describes his capacity to turn around a sense of invisibility into a feeling of relevance as
stemming from his work in substance use recovery. The sense of self-confidence and curiosity he
now possesses fuels his capacity to connect with younger queers and coach his friends toward
doing the same.
Psychodynamics of race. Martin, who was earlier quoted reflecting on the fallacious
group identity-based thinking about susceptibility to contagion (“Oh, we don't get that, it's only
Haitian people and people who shoot needles, and you know, White gay men”) articulated a
sense of false safety enabled by denial. Blechner (2000) postulated that the great emotional
distress that Freud claimed can lead to primary process distortions on the individual level can
happen on a group level as well, and that “the great fear and panic invoked by the AIDS
epidemic have led to those kinds of distorted thinking.” The well-documented racial “not-me”
mythology that, among White men, AIDS stems from Black men, and among Black men, that
AIDS stems from Whites, was a distortion that surfaced in a number of interviews. While the
varied use of psychological defenses predictably occurred across racial groups, race notably
emerged as a lens for possible distortion among some of the racial and ethnic minority
participants, turning the Sullivanian “not-me” (Sullivan, 1953) into a “not-us.”
Three out of the sample’s four White participants and all three of the Black participants
discussed the racial divisions in their gay communities. After extolling a familial feeling among
gay men in this era that transcended racial groups, Charles, a Black man, highlighted the racial
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divisions which characterized the sexual realm, even among men who otherwise felt socially
integrated:
Okay. So, you want to talk honest, I was not really—I'm not a prejudiced type of person,
but I was not actually going to lay down with a White person, sexually. I don't know. I
tried it in my twenties and it didn't really quite feel right.
The racial splits Jamie describes enable the contextually specific not-me defense Blechner (1997)
identifies as taking hold along racial lines. That HIV/AIDS initially spread faster among White
men than Black allowed Jamie to remain in denial about the likelihood of being infected, and to
react with a sense of indignation and shock when he was:
And then [my partner] and I was like, we were really devastated. And all the friends that
we knew at a distance, not close friends, but everybody was dropping dead. And it was
like, what in the hell.
Further inflaming the universal tendency toward primary process distortions like denial to take
hold in the face of acute anxiety, for some of the Black participants, was the homophobia they
encountered in their religious communities of origin. For Charles, this homophobia manifested in
his family, inflaming feelings of shame:
In the Black community, there was no such thing as, you know what I mean,
homosexuality…In the Black communities, the Church ran the community. So, we were
actually sitting there looking at a pulpit all the time, so when you did anything, the first
thing that comes to your mind is your grandmama in the pulpit, so to speak. And so that
made it shameful.
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Charles articulates the canard in the community that “there was no such thing as homosexuality.”
This artificial cleaving of identities, in which the gay self cannot be the same as the Black self,
arrests the ego in a split state, a context of denial that invites the use of primitive defenses.
The invisibility of homosexuality in Charles’s religious community contributed to the
internalized homophobia that marked his experience of sexuality. For him, Blackness and
gayness felt mutually constitutive and a vector of psychic conflict. The notion of syndemics may
be relevant here, inviting consideration of how Charles’s mental health was impacted by the
synergy of multiple phenomena influencing the family dynamics (i.e., “the first thing that comes
to your mind is your grandmama in the pulpit”), nestled as they were within a community
dominated by the church and riven with the minority stressors owing to the American legacy of
slavery and ongoing racism.
Charles describes his experience of mourning as lying in the same unresolved state of
suspension as his gay and Black identities, as constituting neither mourning nor not mourning:
Researcher: How did you mourn those losses?
Charles: I didn't and I did. Because I kind of mourn their losses in terms of loss. That part
in terms of generating and memories or whatever, whatever, I kind of did that part, but
not necessarily sat on it too long because it was just too desperate. I mean, too depressing
to just sit there and thought of that process because these actually, people died and it was
not through no action of their own to some degree, a small part. But the deal is that
people were living and breathing one minute and then they're dead from a virus. And then
so I don't know what other people were saying about these people and stuff like that. But
the truth is told that there’s still a lot of stigma and denial and all of that…To this day, I
don't know what other people are actually saying and people always kind of make it so
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critiquing and tie it up with a bow and all that kind of stuff. I'm not like that. It was very
depressing and it was a big loss. And I don't really want to sit there and remind myself of
that all the time.
Charles both identifies the denial that is operative in his community and describes engaging in
his own kind of avoidance (“I kind of did that part, but not necessarily sat on it too long because
it was just too desperate”). The social dynamics and interpsychic dynamics are thoroughly
entwined in his telling, as he meanders from his own “kind of” mourning to considering “what
other people were saying about these people and stuff like that” and back to his own struggle to
“sit there and remind myself” of the losses.
The intergenerational impacts of racism and the ego-splitting of the “not me” were
echoed by a descendant of Jewish Holocaust survivors who identified himself as “the first child
after the cataclysm.” Similar to Charles, Michael’s experience coming out was negatively
influenced by his belonging to a religious community that prized, in his words, “the excitements
and consequences of the heterosexual love and family” and was not affirming of
homosexuality—a factor that has been found to be associated with higher internalized
homophobia (Barnes & Meyer, 2012; Harris, et al., 2008). Michael described coming of age in
religious and family environments in which homosexuality was invisible, and feeling that having
a gay family was simply “impossible.” The pain of this impossibility was intertwined with the
violent legacy of anti-Semitism in his family story:
Well, you know, I would have wanted to have a child that is, at least one child, that was a
kind of continuity. You know, I'm a Holocaust baby. And so, I kind of, like, I want to do
the job of carrying on the family name…I really was hungry for parenthood and from my
body, like I wanted to hold a child of mine and I realized that I'd have to give that up.
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“I think I mourned,” he said, when asked about his pain at being unable to have a biological
child. While he recognized that semen-washing for assisted reproductive technology would have
allowed for safer surrogate gestation, the costs were prohibitive, and for Michael and his
husband, financial strictures amplified the pain of his serostatus and its psychic ties to his
family’s survival of Nazi genocide.
Gratitude, growth, and guilt. One of the guiding questions of this study was whether
the posttraumatic growth this population has reported in the literature actually led to improved
emotional wellbeing. Indeed, each participant readily articulated profound gains they have
experienced from their illness and losses. And yet, the idea of comparison to a baseline is
particularly hard to measure in a minority group whose rights and visibility have increased so
markedly in the decades since experiencing most of the traumas and losses being studied here.
The inextricability of individual psychological health from transformations in cultural context
makes a messy business of drawing causal lines. Some of the participants expressed unequivocal
gratitude for their seroconversion while others are more cynical about that idea.
Robin’s feelings about the past ranged from sadness to nostalgic longing. He cited deep
friendship and getting to quit working and go on disability as benefits incurred through his
diagnosis and losses, but nonetheless criticized the notion that HIV/AIDS is a “gift”:
Like some people say that, you know, ‘HIV is a gift,’ or AIDS. It was a gift to us in that
made you appreciate things in a different way. I would be like, ‘Great. Well can I return it
after? You know, maybe someone else would like it.’
Robin’s eagerness to return the “gift” of HIV/AIDS may speak to the unarticulated feelings of
other men who reported a great deal of ongoing distress but also claimed growth and gratitude.
There is benefit to believing in one’s own posttraumatic growth even when the current indicators
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are not actually better than baseline—particularly when a baseline was never measured and
extracting the factor of HIV/AIDS from one’s life is an impossible counterfactual. Sidney, for
instance, expressed an attachment to his diagnosis and the life that has formed around it:
He asked me if tomorrow there was a pill that could cure AIDS, it could take the virus
away, would I take it? I thought, ‘Wow.’ It would be devastating for me to suddenly be a
person who does not have AIDS because it's such a part of my identity. It's such a, you
know, I mean, I suppose I would ultimately follow my doctor's lead on it. But it's a big
part of how I see myself. Definitely. It really is.
Similarly, Peter described feeling enriched by his struggles:
I don't think loss diminishes us. I think it augments us. I am bigger than I could ever have
been if I hadn't lost all those people. [Choking up.] Because I have survived all of that
and I know that nothing, I don't have to worry about anything when I start worrying about
how someone's going to react to me. I think, ‘Come on, darling girl,’ I say to myself.
‘Simmer down now,’ because every loss has also augmented my life.
Peter both expresses confidence that he has grown from his traumas and conveys his investment
in the narrative that he has done so. Sidney conveys ambivalence, opting to leave it up to his
doctor to decide whether or not he should take the hypothetical cure. And Robin is unequivocal
about feeling he would have been better off without it. Each of these men evince a growthoriented orientation toward their struggles, and yet they fall out variably on how they relate to
their pasts. Perhaps relevant here is that Robin, who is the most critical of the notion of gratitude
for HIV, experienced the most severe, and lasting, AIDS-related medical complications of these
three men. Sidney had a brief period of severe illness that was turned around by a Lazarus-like
positive reaction to protease inhibitors in the mid-1990s, while Peter was largely spared, other
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than some relatively minor physical changes about which he feels self-conscious. The
association between physical severity of disease and orientation toward the past could also be a
fruitful area of further study.
When the topic of gratitude came up, it was often in response to the standard interview
question about survivor guilt. The association from guilt to gratitude evokes the classic
psychoanalytic conceptualization of guilt constituting an unconscious need for punishment
arising from the superego’s aggressive self-representation, and internalized moral injunctions
against unacceptable motives (Freud, 1929; Klein, 1948). In this reading, survivor guilt is a
reaction formation, a defense against the uncomfortable relief at having survived when so many
perished. This notion was suggested by Peter as describing his experience:
I think it's too awful for most people to admit ‘I am so glad it wasn't me.’ And so we have
to make this formation that says ‘I don't feel like I have triumphed. I feel guilty.’ See,
there's my very traditional psychoanalytic interpretation of it. But it's true to me.
The interpretation of survivor guilt as defense challenges the subjective self-reporting of the men
who described suffering from their guilt, and suggests that while feeling guilty was painful, it
was a chosen, self-inflicted pain—if subconsciously so—preferable to the discomfiting pleasure
of having survived.
Lending further support to the notion of survivor guilt as reaction formation was
Charles’s association from survivor guilt to physical ruin. Charles denied survivor guilt but
immediately began reflecting on his expectation of imminent medical decline:
I've taken part in discussions with people, guys my age, a lot of us, we all survived the
AIDS epidemic to some extent or another and you know, some people talk about
survivor's guilt. I never felt that. But I think what happened was when I saw that—you
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know, the other thing is that when I got that diagnosis, I thought, Okay, any day now I’m
going to start seeing—opportunistic infections are going to start showing up.
Charles does not connect the dots between the forsworn survivor guilt and his expectation of
heightened symptom load, but the link can be surmised: his guilt arises from feeling well, and
would have been alleviated had he gotten sick. He can be head here almost yearning for the
psychic relief he would be afforded if his T cells plummeted and he fell ill. Charles may suffer
from the guilt he feels, but—as evinced by the lack of transition between his thoughts, and even
the grammatical hiccup, as if interrupting himself—it seems an unconscious, or at least
unarticulated preference to the pleasure and privilege of remaining healthy.
Odets’s study of survivor guilt among HIV-negative gay men is instructive when
considering the somewhat analogous experience of HIV-positive gay men who remain in good
health while their fellow “HIVers” are ailing. He cites a study of patients at one clinic that found
that a significant minority of gay men who tested positive paradoxically experienced a decrease
in anxiety, and that “crisis” responses requiring psychological intervention were actually
generated by a margin of three-to-one for negative over positive tests (1995, p. 45). One man
Odets interviewed recounts a nurse taking him aside and telling him, “I don’t think you
understand. Negative is good, positive is bad” (emphasis in the original). Broun (1998) observed
the same emotional response, naming it “Post-AIDS Survivor Syndrome.” (And known more
colloquially by men in the community as simply “ASS.”) For both the HIV-negative men Odets
and Broun considered and the HIV-positive yet healthy men in this study, separation from one’s
peers constitutes its own type of pain, which can generate a host of complex and seemingly
paradoxical responses. There is comfort in company.
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Odets’s findings may also point to the construct of complex trauma (Herman, 1992) and
its relevance to older gay and bisexual men in general, and the population of long-term HIV
survivors in particular. The sheer accumulation of traumatic events in many of these men’s lives,
starting from familial and childhood experiences of homophobia, primes them for struggles
around emotional stability and complicated bereavement and merits further investigation.
Clinical Implications
In the shadow of posttraumatic growth. A recurrent motif in the interviews was that of
highly functional, socially connected, and accomplished men expressing abject feelings of grief,
sorrow, regret, and sadness. Men, in other words, who would not meet the clinical criteria for
depression or even complicated bereavement but seek out opportunities such as participating in
this interview to make meaning out of their experiences. While such men might not present in
great clinical distress, their traumas and struggles are real, and lend themselves to insightoriented psychotherapy that is geared toward reflection and meaning-making. The sheer number
of men who responded to the call for volunteers, more than twice as many as could actually be
interviewed, testifies to the hunger among this population to make narrative sense out of their
pasts and be listened to.
Sidney is one such example. He is professionally successful, happily partnered, and
describes positive family relationships, yet he describes himself as emotionally blunted, riven by
traumas that grow less and less visible with social liberalization and disease management. He
highlights the potential for creative engagement and self-awareness to create an inflated
impression of psychological wellbeing. As quoted earlier, after a terrifying homophobic attack in
his early twenties, Sidney developed a coping mechanism of “ripping out” his capacity to feel
shamed and belittled, and now feels the absence of that emotional capacity like a piano missing a
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chord. While the initial visualization was a deliberate way to cope with the pain of homophobic
victimization, four decades later he describes the effect as an unconscious defense mechanism he
feels incapable of undoing: “I wish I could restring that. I wish I could, because I don't like
having to be down a string, and I've never been able to restring it.” As a writer, he earns his
livelihood churning emotions into art and eliciting emotion in others—and yet he himself feels
emotionally neutered.
A neurotic presentation like Sidney’s can easily lead to overemphasizing strengths such
as his confident demeanor and inaccurately painting as coping mechanisms what are in actuality
defense mechanisms working so stealthily that they cannot be undone despite knowing they are
operating. It is incumbent on psychotherapists to listen with sensitivity for stirrings of emotions
that are ostensibly missing like phantom limbs, and the meta-emotional experience of wishing
for their reinstatement. More broadly, it is a reminder to listen deeply to our patients and be wary
of underserving a help-seeking individual by under-attending to the pain that by definition
cannot speak its own name. Overlooking signs of distress is a clinical disservice not dissimilar
from excessive pathologizing, and approaches that are more strengths-based, behavioral, or
oriented toward symptom relief are unlikely to respond to the subtleties presented here.
Limitations of this study
As a cis, femme-presenting white woman, the principal investigator is likely not assumed
to be a member of the queer community and is evidently not a member of the population of
interest, given her age and gender presentation. This difference risked triggering negative
transference reactions based on participants’ past experiences, and indeed at times it did. When
this reaction was communicated it was inquired about and discussed, but the differences may
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have had a quieting or self-censoring effect in that participants may have shared less, or
differently with this researcher than with one who more evidently shared some of their identities.
The small number of participants enabled a depth to the interviews which facilitated the
objective of elucidating the phenomenology of these men’s experiences. The small size was also
a limitation, however, as the extent to which these findings can be generalized to the general
population of queer men who are long-term HIV/AIDS survivors remains unknown. The fact that
only men who identify as exclusively homosexual volunteered for the study has a similarly
mixed effect. A broader representation of men who have sex with men was not achieved, but a
more diverse spectrum of gay-identifying men is presented here.
In addition, participants in this study were motivated to pursue the experience of an indepth interview on intimate topics, thereby demonstrating an orientation toward self-reflection
and a willingness to disclose personal information to a stranger. These qualities likely influenced
the nature and range of responses to the questions.
The large number of men who responded to the call for participants – twenty-four men in
two weeks – points to some motivations and needs that were not explicitly probed in the
interview: perhaps a desire to connect across generations, a need to organize one’s experiences
through narrative. Further investigation into the motives of both the men who ended up being
interviewed and those who were not could fruitfully tie inchoate anxieties to the concrete,
observed behavior of their interest in the study.
Grounded theory helps to make sense of the vast amount of data that emerged from the
semi-structured interviews, but the very strengths of the axial coding system—its fluidity and
openness to the researcher’s interpretations—invite challenges. A different researcher going
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through the same data might identify different patterns and emerge with a different sense of key
themes.
The small number of participants makes it impossible to generalize based on the
associations that emerged, but such observations can point toward future investigation. For
instance, the prominent theme of pursuing creative work and the high capacity for sublimation
was striking among the participants and could suggest certain qualities among this population. At
the same time, they may simply point to the self-limiting nature of a study built on narrative
engagement for attracting participants who are particularly inclined toward this mode of
reflection. The recruitment strategy of conducting outreach through LGBTQ community health
centers might have had a similarly self-limiting effect of attracting men who value affiliation
with the organized queer community. A larger follow-up study could anticipate and account for
such limitations.
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Table 1.
Descriptive Characteristics of the Sample (N = 10)
Variable
Gender
cismale
Race
White
Black
Latino
Biracial/Multiracial: Latino/White
Biracial/Multiracial: Black/White/Indigenous
Household Income (annual, USD)
10,000-19,999
20,000-29,999
30,000-39,999
40,000-49,999
50,000-59,999
60,000-69,999
70,000-79,999
80,000-89,999
90,000-99,999
≥100,000
Educational Level Obtained
Graduate School
4-year Undergraduate Degree
Some College
Religious Identity
Christian
Jewish
Ex-Catholic
No religious identity
Sexual Orientation
Gay
Gay/Queer
Homosexual
Same-gender loving
Age
Year of Diagnosis
Age at Diagnosis
94

N

%

10

100

4
3
1
1
1

40
30
10
10
10

1
0
2
0
0
1
0
0
1
3

10
0
20
0
0
10
0
0
10
33.3

5
2
3

50
20
30

3
2
2
3

30
20
20
30

6
2
1
1

60
20
10
10
Mean
Min-Max
62.8 57-72
1987.6 1983-1992
29.4 22-36
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Table 2.
Prevalent Themes in the Sample
Theme
Changing Relationship to Work

% of Sample
Career path changes
Receiving public assistance

40
40

Confronting mortality
Financial planning for imminent death
Lacking a sense of future
Struggling with longevity
Uncertain life expectancy

60
30
30
10
40

Anxiety about legacy
Appreciating social progress
Criticism of corporatization
Relating to younger queers
Marriage and Assimilation

50
30
50
60
70

Social isolation and loneliness
Involvement with community
organizations
Finding acceptance among strangers
Friendship
Kinship with HIV+ others
Queer camaraderie
Taking care of friends
Caretaking burnout
Loss of elders
High volume of losses
Gay history and mythology
Gay pride, history, mythology
Grief and coping in gay culture
Familial Acceptance

60
70

AIDS as valued identity
Involvement in community
organization
Gratitude for the diagnosis
Finding value in the struggle

20
70

Fluctuating Life Expectancy

Reactions to Social Progress

Significance of Social
Support/Community

50
60
50
30
30
30
20
90
20
40
40
60

Posttraumatic Growth

95
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Increased career drive
Desire to have children
Emotional impact of medical advances

80
40
70

Feeling abandoned by the medical
establishment
Challenging doctor relationships
Gender nonconformity in childhood
Emotional impact of being closeted
Familial homophobia
Experiencing homophobia

20

Missing pre-AIDS past
Nostalgic orientation
Associating past with freedom
Social and sexual abundance
Negative feelings about pre-HIV era

40
60
30
70
60

Internalized homophobia
Illness-related shame

50
70

Defending against grief
Ø Denial
Ø Avoidance
- Substance use
Ø Action/manic defense
- Reckless sex
Ø Dissociation
- Memory lapses
Ø Suicidality

50
20
50
30
20
50
20
30

Lacking Social Support
20
60
30
70
80

Relating to Pre-AIDS past

Shame

Experiences of Mourning

Moving toward grief
Ø Formal mourning/rituals
Ø Sublimation
- Activism
Ø Losses as reminder of own
mortality
Ø Survivor guilt

40
60
90
50
80

Negative Feelings About Sexuality
Negative body image

96
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APPENDIX
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A. Recruitment Flyer
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B. Online Pre-Screening Form
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Email
First and last name
Location (city, state)
Sexual orientation
Gender assigned at birth, and now
Race/ethnicity
When were you diagnosed with HIV/AIDS?
How did you hear about this study?
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C. Screening Interview
Screening Interview Questionnaire
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Name:
Age:
Gender assigned at birth, and now:
Sexual Orientation:
Race/Ethnicity:
Birthplace and country of origin, plus places lived
When were you diagnosed with HIV/AIDS?
Other identity categories:
a. Income
b. Highest level of education achieved
c. Career and years in the position
d. Religious practice/affiliation
e. Any others that feel significant to you?
9. Marital status:
10. Family constellation
a. Any siblings? Ages and gender.
b. Who were you raised by?
c. Do you have children?
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D. Interview Questionnaire
This interview will take between 1 – 2 hours. The questions will cover a number of themes,
starting from early experiences of sexuality and coming out to your life prior to testing positive,
your experience of diagnosis and illness, and your life today. I will combine following my set
interview questions with following your trains of thought to better understand your experiences
better. You are free to refuse to answer any question.

Pre-diagnosis/Early Illness
1. Can you describe your coming out experiences? Could you describe the reactions among
your family and community (including teachers, coworkers, friends, etc.)? Could you
share a time you felt accepted, and a time you didn’t?
2. What are 4-5 words that come to mind about your life as a gay man in the period
immediately before your diagnosis?
a. Can you share memories that come to mind about ___?
3. Can you share a bit about your relationship to the LGBTQ community at the time? Were
you involved in political activism? How did your involvement evolve following your
diagnosis?
4. How old were you when you tested positive? Do you remember the date?
5. What are the first 4-5 words that come to your mind when you think of receiving your
diagnosis?
a. Can you share memories that come to mind about ___?
6. Could you describe the experience of diagnosis? How did your life change? Did your life
expectations/aspirations change? Did that spur you on to do more? To do less?
7. How did your illness progress? How did protease inhibitors affect you physically?
Emotionally?
Loss
8. What kinds of AIDS-related losses had you experienced by the time of your diagnosis?
How did you mourn those losses?
9. Can you tell me about an individual you lost? What was your relationship with that
person like?
10. How did the relationships within your friend group change during this time?
11. How did your day-to-day life change in the face of these losses? How much did you go
out? What did your work life look like?
12. What role does the past have in your life? What about within your LGBTQ community, if
you’re part of one?
13. How much do you think about the people you’ve lost? How do you think about them?
14. Looking back on the time before you tested positive, how do you feel about that period of
your life?
Community
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15. How do you relate to more recent developments in the LGBTQ community? For instance,
gay marriage? Mainstreaming/corporatization of Pride?
16. What are the first 4-5 words that come to mind when you think about LGBTQ activism
now?
Life Today
17. How would you describe your life now? What brings you joy, and what are some of your
struggles?
18. How is your health these days?
19. How has your relationship to sex/sexuality changed?
20. Have you made a will? Do you know who you’d like to leave your assets to?
21. What’s your sense of how your experience of aging in the gay community is unique to
your serostatus, i.e., compared to aging gay/bisexual/queer men who are not HIVpositive?
22. Do you feel like there have been any positive changes from having experienced trauma?
23. How do you think young gay men relate to the AIDS era today? How do you want them
to?
24. What are important aspects of aging as a gay or bisexual man living with HIV/AIDS that
we have not covered in this interview?
25. Is there anything else you would like to share?
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